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Liberal romp spurs election talk 
Prime Minister Trudeau to manage the country "in 
played down speculation every sense until the next 
about an early general election." 
elnction Tuesday night as Liberals held-four seats in 
Liberals emerged'victorious Quebec, took a Prince 
in five of six federal Edward Island seat from 
bYAselections. jubilant Liberals at- 
tributed the results to 
Trudeau, the prime minister 
told an impromptu Ottawa 
news conferenee they 
represented a vote of con- 
fidence in government p~i- 
tions on national unity, the 
economy and Liberal ability 
the Conservatives, and .ran 
second to Social Credit in 
Temlseamingue, l ft vacant 
by the death Dec. 16 of 
former Social Credit leader 
Real Caouette. 
Conservatives increased 
their vote in Quebec but ran 
strongly In only one of the 
five ridings, Terrebanne. 
from 
The luss of Malpeque, the base for the next election. 
Prince Edward Island Neither Broadbent no~ 
riding, Was a sharp dis- Clark expected a general 
appointment, election before 1977. 
Conservative Leader Joe Urban Affairs Minister 
Clark denied that his head i s  Andre Ouellet, chief Liberal 
on the block. ' organizer in Quebec, called 
"Not at all," he told the results "an exceptional 
reporters. "The party knew victory for Trudeau. r' 
how difficult it was for us in Also commenting on the 
~uebec."•_ _r_~. ults_, Quebec City Mayor 
NDP Leader Ed Broad- G fllea Lamomagne, Liberal 
bent said be was pleased ~ winner in Langelier, said: 
with the party's strong _" I t ' s  a .victory for 
second-place showing in .Trudeau as leader of the 
Verdun, adding itwould be a Ldbera~ party and a victory 
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for the good sense of 
Quebecen/' • 
Only changeover in the six 
byeleetions took ph/ce in 
Prince Edward Island, 
where Liberal Donald Wood, 
42, broke a 25-year Con- 
servative hold on Malpeque. 
Liberals again won four 
seats they had held in 
Qulebec and made a 
respectable aecondplace 
showing in Thmiscamingue, 
where Gilles Caouette, 37, 
held for Social Credit a seat 
left vacant last December 
"-her 
by the death of his father 
Conservatives ran second 
in three seats won by 
Liberals but showed real 
sh'ength only in Terrebonne. 
Conservative Leader Joe 
Clark said last week a poor 
showing ~vould raise 
questions about his 
leadership. 
Both he and Trudeau 
campaigned in the ridings 
last week." 
Political observers had 
predicted a good Liberal 
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" B IGGS-MARONEY DEBATE 
Next mayor wants Thornhill 
TWO PENSIVE CANDIDATES, Sharon Biggs 
(left) and Dave Maroney ponder their response to a 
questi0ner's concern during a luncheon debate 
sponsored by the Terrace chamber of commerce, 
Tuesday. Maroney and Biggs are contesting the 
done 4th mayoral byelecflon In Terrace. 
105 CHILDREN HELD HOSTAGE 
Po,,cies similar 
but .,; yles differ 
By ALLAN KRAsNICK 
The two contenders for 
Terrace's vacant mayor's 
chair squared off for the 
tint" time in this year's 
byelectlon campaign, 
Tuesday, displaying dif- 
fereoces in style more than 
substance. 
Biggs said that industries 
compatible with local 
resources should be 
stressed. This implies an 
expansion of totmst ser- 
vices, an industry which the 
candidate says supplanted 
mining and forestry 'aa 
Brit ish Columbia's  most  
Parents want vengeance 
BOVANSMILDE (AP) -- townsfolk in this village in terrorists held 105 children Toes Faber said there were 
Anguish and fury grew the northern Netherlands on and six teachers hostage in no negotiations under way 
other ,.~amo.n~...paren!s..and ........... ..Tu._esday ..~ South _Mo luccan a school for a" second day. at either site, about 90 miles 
showing milfht mean' a 
general election next fail. 
Roland Comtois, 48, who 
was elected again in his seat 
in Terrebonne, northeast of 
Montreal island, said when 
asked whether he expects a
general election: "l hope 
not for a while. But I'll be 
ready in six months." 
Comtois resigned as MP 
for Terreboune last fall to 
run in the Nov. 15 Quebec 
election and was badly 
beaten by Jacques 
Parizeau, c{u:rently finance 
minister in the Parti 
Quebecois government. 
"It's a vote for Trudeau, a
vote for Canada, and a vote 
for Comtois," Comtois told 
cheering party workers a.t 
his campaign headquarters 
in R~emere. . 
Standing in the 264-Best 
Commons after the 
byelections: Liberal 141; 
Progressive Conservative 
95, New Democratic Party 
16, Social Credit 11, Inde- 
pendent 1. 
Political 
scoreboard 
voFiOn~gln~:~,: ~r~e i ~deCe : ~!i!it .eO: o," Her Vemi:::t mi:omm) 1,024 
tlons Tuesday as complJeo ny Tet  g e (SC 7,630) 
The Canadian Press: Gilles Caouette (SC) 10,018 
Legend: L-Liberal; PC. 
Pro- 
gresslve Conservative; NDP. 
New Democratic Party; SC.So. 
¢ial Credit; Ind-lndependenf; 
Corn.Communist. 
Figures bracketed after con. 
stituency name Indicate party 
majority in last election. 
Returns are complete unless 
number .of polls reported is 
shown, thus 109:120. 
QUEBEC 
Langeller (L 10,277) 
181:182 
GIIles Lamontogne (L) 11,639 
Maurlce Hemal (PC) 3,764 
Jean Daoust (NDP) 1,095 
5euveur Fradette (SO) 
Jean.Marie Beland Hnd) 212 
Jeannette Welsh (Comm) 154 
Gerard Langlols (Ind) 67 
Louis.Hebert (L 2S,612) 
Oennls Dawson (L) "30,971 
Jean Lavole (PC) 9,283 
Daniel Boulay (SC) 1,~3 
Gaston Praffe (L) 7,580 
Normend Grimard (PC) 3,239 
Guy Deseutels ('Comm) 536 
Real Bellehumeur (NDP) 389 
Terrebonne (L 1S,TS2) 
400: 423 
J.-Rolend Comtols (L) 23,5S2 
Roger Delorme (PC) 14,424 
Jean Levellle (SC) 1,767 
Pierre Demers (NDP) 1,178 
Gliles Melancon (led) 1,070 
Claude Darners (Comm) 260 
J. Noel St. Michel (Ind) 161 
Verdun (L 9,711) 
213:214 
Raymond Sevard (L) 15,158 
L. P. Edmonston (NDP) 8,1.',8 
Pierrette Lucas (PC) 1,987 
Michel Dansereau (SC) 157 
Samuel Walsh (Comm) SO 
Louise Oulmet (Ind) 72 
P.E.I. 
Malpeque (PC 674) 
Donald Wood (L) 4,656 
Isn MacQuarrle (PC) 4,533 
Charles Sark (NDP) 398 
Nell Harpham (Ind) 39 
Speaking to a chamber of industries. 
commerce luncheon crowd 
of about 50, the two agreed 
that growth in Terrace 
should follow a steady, 
incremental pace; that 
industrial expansion could 
only be achieved ff Terrace 
amalgamated with Thor- 
nhill, thus acquiring more 
land; and that tax~yers 
could not yet affoid the 
125,000 salary of a full-time 
mayor. 
J 
RAFT 
WINNERS 
d O n  .key issues like in- important capital generator us t r la l  aevelopmenc, during the'recent recession. CENSORSHIP 
manicipa! exam,, iou.~and a Bigg, s a t t r ibuted  
properly-samn~, .nn~mne Terrace s problems during 
mayor,, eontenaers uave  the economic 4arise' on the-'" • 
..Mnronay and"Sh~G n :B i .k  ..... ~-~ ion 'a" , . , , ' ' .~ . ' " '  . . . . . . . . . .  Fed s do minate 
differed only in tone. on the resource-extracting 
• d Maroney pred ic te
brighter times ahead. The 
local economy reached 
"rock bottom" last fall, he 
told the meeting, but was 
now begining to pick up. 
"There's no boom up 
ahead," he said, "but we're 
• probably better off without 
st. We're better off with 
slow, steady growth." 
A five-year council 
veteran, Maroney believes 
many of Terrace's problems 
also stem from the 
unavailability of industrial 
land. To alleviate this, the 
candidate, like his opponent, 
supports expansion of the 
district's boundaries to 
• include Thornhiil. 
Amalgamation may be 
expensive for Terrace 
residents, Biggs said, "but 
until (the district) can at- 
tract induslry, we won't be 
able to provide services." 
.It was the chamber of 
morals issues 
OTTAWA (CP) -- "I've 
heard a lot of strange things 
here  today," commented 
Mr. Justice Wishart Spence 
Tuesday as the Supreme 
Court of Canada began 
hearing an appeal dealing 
with film censorship. 
His comment came after 
Louis Lindholm, appearing 
for the attorney-general's 
office of British Columbia, 
argued there are areas of 
morality where a provincial 
government can enact laws 
although the subject matter 
is governed by federal 
criminal law. 
Clark's, 
The'Herald 
wasn't even entered in 
Sunday afternoon's Delta 
King raft race but, like 
some of the entrants, we 
ended up all wet. Despite 
what you may have read 
yesterday ,  Kiti~nat schedule ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: There was talk of northeast of Amsterdam. • • :::: 'reprisals against other "The terrorists have con- Carrier boys iii sistently let us know in the Booming Contractors commerce that first f [ r~r~ed 
"Ged belp them if they kill few conversations we have took top prize in .the prompted debate on the on the march li anyofthosepoorkids,'said had that they do not wish to contest, followed feasibility of a full-time taxi driver Pieter Kan. "It negotiate, nor do theywant Pohle Lumber, and mayor, so the two can- Federal Conservative 
~ will mean civil war around a mediator," she said. didates often addressed the Leader Joe Clark will visit 
,=, issue at the chamber lun- the Terrace-Kitimat area 
• Ad an example, Lindholm 
cited the "standard of 
morality on a local basis" 
and said this might apply to 
the showing of movies not 
banned by Ottawa. 
Judge Spence observed 
that Lindholm appeared to 
be arguing that provinces 
cannot ban movies which 
are bad but can ban movies 
that are not so bad. 
"It seemed strange," said 
Lindholm, but that was what 
he meant. 
Ontario, Quebec, Prince 
Edward Island and British 
Columbia are siding with 
Nova Scotia in an appeal 
against a Nova Scotia ap- 
peal court decision which 
said the province has no 
power to censor, films. 
If the Supreme Court 
agrees with the Nova Scotia 
court, film censorship might 
end across Canada until the 
federal government exer- 
cises its full powers in the 
field. 
Next week, 94 carrier boys and girls will mount 
a massive campaign to sell subscriptions to the 
new "daily" Herald. 
Free since converting to daily publication May 
2, the Herald will, as of next week, be available 
for home delivery at $3 a month. 
Just over a third of the carriers will canvass 
the Kitimat area, while the rest will concentrate 
on Terrace, Thornhill and Nasa Valley. 
With a bolstered editorial staff, the paper 
hopes to publish a balance of local, national and 
internationalnews. Of course, there can never 
be as much local news in eabh edition of a paper 
that c6mes out five times a week as one that 
appears but once. However, if totalled up at the 
end of the week,, there will be as much, if not 
more information of local interest in the daily 
publication. 
In addition, we intend to select and edit wire 
copy from a local perspective and tie it in, where 
possible, with stories that break in the Terrace- 
Kitimat area. 
The region we intend to cover is vibrant and 
important in the over all British Columbia 
picture. With luck, work and a little help from 
our friends, the readers, the Daily Herald should 
develop into a vital part of the communities it 
serves. 
With local news an~ sports, wire copy from 
other parts of B.C. and around the world, a local 
point of. view and, lest we forget, local ad- 
vertising, the Herald will' prove to be a.welcomed 
alternative to the dailies from Vancouver. 
here. The people here are 
ready to lynch them." 
Ten zniles away, a second 
group of South Moluccans 
held 50 to 60 other hostages 
on a hijacked train, n 
As a deadlipe neared for 
threatened death of 
hostages, the Dutch 
government-.was silent on 
whether it intended to meet 
the demands of the militant 
Asian immigrants. 
The terrorists--six at the 
school and seven on the 
train-- demanded that 21 , 
• jailed South Moluccans be 
released by "the Dutch 
government and that all 34 
South~ Moluccans and. at 
least some of the hostages 
be flown out of the country 
on a jumbo jet: They set a 
deadline of 2 p.m. local time 
(' a.m. EDT) today, n 
It was not known where 
the terrorists wanted to be 
flown. 
Fourteen of the prisoners 
were serving'sentences for a" 
similar twin terrorist strike 
1975, when they tried to 
force the Dutch government 
to help them win in- 
dependence from Indonesia 
for their homeland. In- 
donesia and the South Me- 
lucca islands were once 
Dutch colonies. 
: Justice ministry official 
In a list of demands 
released Tuesday, the South 
Moluccans threatened tokill 
their hostages if mediators 
~vere sent. 
The few contacts 
authorities have had .with 
the • terrorists have been 
made through telephone 
links to the school, where 
children aged six to 12 are 
being held, and the train. 
Jacques'Terrace raft. 
The prize for best 
dressed entrants was 
captured by the Airport 
Fire Hall participants. 
A $500 pool for best 
time was won by Oscar 
Grant; 50 second prizes 
in the pools were won by 
Theme Walton and H. 
Ismail. 
Carter .endorses 
/ 
refugee homeland 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
U,S. President Carter and 
Saudi Arabia's Crown 
Prince Falld discussed on 
Tuesday a "process" for 
setting up a Palestlnian 
homeland with "recognized 
boundaries" alongside a 
secure Israel, aWhlto House 
spokesman said. 
But Fahd cautioned that 
the U.S. should not expect 
his country to force a 
solution upon other Arab 
nations. 
"It should be understood 
that Saudl Arabia is a small 
country and cannot reall X do 
all that is expected of it," 
the prince told reporters at 
the stste'department af er 
his meetings with Carter 
and State SecretaW Cyrus 
Vance. 
Several weelm ago Carter 
endorsed a home~md for 
Palestinian refugees. He 
was the first president, o 
take that stand. But he was 
not clear ff he meant an 
independent s ta te ,  as 
demanded by the Palestine 
Liberation Organization, or 
an enclave within Jordan. 
White House press 
sooreisr~ Jedy PowRll u id  
recogmzed bounoartes 
wouldba relevant to either a 
Palestlnian state or an 
entity within Jordan. 
cheea. 
Biggs said she would be s, 
fu l l - t ime mayor ,  
spearheading industrial 
development efforts and 
personally directing ad- 
ministration. Her weapons, 
she told the meeting, would 
be innovation and energy. 
Maroney said it would be 
premature for Terrace to 
elect a 9-to-5 mayor. 
"One of the problems of a 
fall-time mayor is that it 
becomes an elected position 
with a priee'tag on iL What 
do you do ff you get the 
wrong man for the job, if he 
can't handle it? (Council) 
then gets put in a poor 
position." 
With a salary of $25,000, 
the mayor's post would 
attract "alot of people who 
probably feel they can do 
the Job but' maybe they 
couldn't" 
Maroney  be l ieves  
discussion and study of the 
issue should continue until 
the fall, when a firmer 
decision could be made. 
The chamber-sponsored 
debate marked the first 
face-to-face confrontation 
between the two candidates 
in the June.4 byelection, 
necessitated by the 
resignation of Gordon 
Rowland.' 
early next week. The visit is 
part of a week-long British 
Columbia tour which will 
take Clark and his wife, 
Maureen McTeer, through 
eight federal ridings. 
Clark will arrive in 
Kitimat Monday afternoon, 
May 30 after flying over the 
proposed Alaska to Kitimat 
oil tanker oute. In Kitimat, 
the Tory Leader will meet 
with the Mayor and council 
while his wife tours the 
Alcan smelter. 
There will be a public 
reception for Clark and his 
wife on Monday evening at S 
p.m. in the Terrace Hotel. 
On Tuesday morning 
Clark will address the 
students of Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School in 
Terrace before continuing 
on to Prince George. 
Organizers of the tour say 
that the purpose of the visit 
is to enable Clark to 
"familiarize himself with 
problems of deep concern" 
to area residents, including: 
details of air-sea rescue 
problems, transportation 
and the issues surrounding 
the question of the Kitimat 
Pipeline. 
The Herald will be 
covering all aspects of the 
Opposition Leader's visit to 
the area. 
The appeal centres on 43- 
year-old Gerard McNeil, 
father of two boys and, at 
the time, editor of the 
weekly Dartmouth, N.S., 
Free Press. 
McNeil became interested 
in a ruling by  the 
Amusements RegulaUons 
Board of Halifax which 
banned the showing of Last 
Tangoin Paris. 
The board refused to say 
why it had banned the movie 
and McNeil, contending the 
board invaded federal 
jurisdiction by finding the 
movie obscene, took the 
board to court. 
After more than a year of 
getting court approval to 
bring his case to trial, the 
provincial appeal court 
ruled in McNeil's favor. The 
Nova Scotia government 
then appealed to the Su- 
preme Court. 
The province argued that 
the censor board was acting 
within a legal framework 
designed by the federal 
government o regulate 
such matters as to where 
people could watch movies 
m Nova Scotia and to ensure 
the safety of movie house 
premises. 
The appeal continues 
today. 
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Cobalt declared a disaster vo,cePr!sondinmateSemands ,  by Ontario g 'o vernmen t 
SEATTLE (AP) -- A 
group of Inmates at the state 
penitentiary in Walla Walla 
has issued a list of demands 
over what it considers 
"inhuman" treatment of 
prisoners locked up in 
segregation. • 
"We have all been con- 
victed of crimes and un- 
derstand that the state is 
lawfully entitled to its pound 
of flesh, but we feel they are 
taking far more than their' 
rightful pound," the inmates 
said in a 23 page letter 
received by a Seattle daffy 
newspaper Tuesday. 
The Iockup, the longest in 
the history of the prison, 
was to have ended Tuesday. 
However, half the prison 
guards, expressing concern 
about their safety, refused 
to show up for the morning 
shift. 
3"he inmates, who call, 
themselves the "Walla 
Walla Brothers," say prison 
officiais are "unlawfully" 
c6nfiMng thd men to heavily 
secured sections of the 
prison and have "harassed" 
inmates who have com- 
plained about conditions. 
The plight of men in the 
segregation u its has been a 
central issue in prison 
disturbances over the past 
two years, and particularly 
bus iness  
ovei' thepast  week, the 
inmates wrote. 
Max imum secur i ty  
prisoners have been in a 
deadlock since' Easter 
Sunday, when inmates et 
fire to the prison chapel and 
looted the prison store. 
The letter said the April 
lOth confrontation was i rt 
of an ongoing priso: :r 
"strike" in protest of of. 
ficials abusing segregation 
powers. 
The inmates want release 
of all iFisoners held in 
segregation unless Warden 
B. J. Rhay "can show a 
clear and present danger to 
institutional security." 
Massey-Ferguson 
an oddity in Toronto 
TORONTO (CP) In a 
city of light industry like 
Toronto, the giant multi- 
national MasseyFerguson 
Ltd. is something of an 
oddity. 
One of the few CAnadian- 
controlled conglomerates 
left in the world, Massey- 
Ferguson is one of Toronto's 
biggest heavy-man- 
ufacturing industries. 
miilionsquare.foot building 
in a grubby downtown area 
d stone's throw from the 
waterfront. 
Since 1879 when the firm 
moved to its King Street 
site, the name Massey has 
been indelibly linked with 
both the economic and 
social life of the city. 
Thus, when Albert 
p r o f i t s  in the first quarter, 
e reaction, was more a 
sympathy than criticism. 
The Masseys, although no' 
longer connected with.the 
firm, not only created jot s 
but donated heavily Io 
charitable and educaiiona~ 
institutions in the city. 
Daniel Massey, the corn- 
PaW's founder who died in 
COBALT, Ont. (CP) -- 
The Ontario government 
Tuesday declared this town 
of 2,200 a disaster area and 
gave an unconditional 
$500,000 grant to begin 
cleaning up the rubble left 
by a' fire Monday that 
destroxed 60 buildings. 
Leo Bernier,nnorthern 
affairs minister, and Rene 
Brunel le ,  prov inc ia l  
secretary for resources 
development, made the 
announcement  a f te r  
meeting with town officials 
and then conferring withthe 
premier's office in Toronto. 
Bernier told a news 
conference, that the 
province also will more than 
match money raised by the 
town's disaster relief 
committees. 
Housing Minister John 
Rhodes was to tour the town 
today to assess emergency 
housing needs for more than 
400 versons left homeless 
Monday when 60 buildings, 
housing about 140 families, 
were destroyed. 
Cobalt Mayor Bruce 
Lonsdale said Rhodes will 
be asked to provide at least 
30 housing units im- 
mediately for senior citiz.ens 
as well as trailer and mobile 
home units for other town 
residents of the town, about 
40 miles south of Kirkland 
Lake. 
Bernier said the province 
also has agreed to provide 
extra policemen to Patrol Lonsdale said the town 
the burned-out north end to will likely purchase the 
prevent looting, and entire burned-out area and 
emergency 'welfare assist- sell lots back to residents 
ance for all homeless per- after clean-up operations 
sons; and to send advisers to • are completed. 
help residents with in- A spokesman for the 
surance claims. Ontario fire marshars office 
Lonsdale said the said it has not been 
estimate of damage in established whether the fire 
Monday's fire .is about $4 was started by school 
million, children, but he did role out 
the possibility of arson. 
Looks First The 'fire started about 
noon EDT 'Monday in a 
NEW YORK (AP) -- partly-demolished furniture 
Appearance ranks as the,store, and at its height, 
most important incentive winds as high as 97 kilo- 
for young dieters, a recent, metres an hour blew sparks 
survey of 60 members of a from building to building, 
Diet Workshop group weight' making it impossible for 
reduction class showed, firemen to save much of the 
older section of the town. 
Many of the area's frame 
homes were covered with 
rhe Super Bay Man 
Presents 
Pre-lnventory 
Clearance 
the 
Thornbrough, company 1856, gave Massey Hall and ~~!~'":':~,!%!~i 
About 2,500 are employed president, told the annum the Fred Victor Mission to Ln  . ~ , ~  
at thefirm,ssprawlingold meeting of shareholders last Toronto asa  memorial to .  Bombilnei| Barga! " 
vlant on King Street, a two- spring of a substantial fail in two sons, Charles and Fred 
• Victor Massey. They a o Yo d gave Massey College ~ d the Lillian Massey School o u don't nee  the University ofToronto, May 26-27"2 .8  
They helpe~i" build hun- ~ l j l M ~ h ~  to be a parent dredsof  churches and ~ schools and gave $1.5 
million to build Hart House, 
Do you remember when 
you had all sorts of 
questions about where you 
had come from and you 
couldn't buy the old line 
about "in the cabbage 
patch?" And how hard it 
was to find out how things 
really happened with 
reproduction a d 'all that'? 
6 Well, now that you're 
older and maybe wiser, you 
can' learn how to pass the 
Where? At the Planned 
Parenthood of Terrace's 
presentation tonight, 
starting at 8:0 p.m., of 
films and cassettes 
produced by Moreland- 
Latchford, in the basement 
of the public library. 
No special qualifications 
are needed to attend,..in 
fact, you don't even n~!  to 
he a parent. Anyone who is 
interested is welcome to 
in honor of Hart Mansey, for 
the University of Toronto. 
Hart's grandchildren, 
Vincent and Raymond 
Massey, became the most 
famous of all the Masseys. 
Vincent was Canada's first 
Canadian-born .governor- 
general and Raymond was 
an illustrious stage and 
screen actor. 
The Masseys' ' in- 
volvement with the corn- 
Wowe e t 
k at these  t ime Specia ls  
I owninf°rmati°nchildrenal°ngfrom ages to yOUrsix come. You might get a new when S. H. Gundy, a Bay angle on the whole subject. Street financier and Thomas 9 "30"  1 0 :30  AM to 1 °. ... Bradshaw, the firm's vice- reden*bouht000 ilp 
outhdenied all maintain control of it in BuY Burns No.1 first. 
Canada. ' \ quality bacon and get 12 
,n  P. George t r ia l  fromTheYvincentb°ughtMas'seythe shareS0n t e farm--fresh eggs (small) 
eve of his appointment as free. 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. Canada's first ambassador limit--! set per (CP) -- Bail was denied in 
t~rovincial court Tuesday to 
e second of three 17-ysar- 
old Vancouver youths 
charged with attempted 
murder, wounding with 
intent, unlawful con 
finement, indecent assault 
and gross indecency. 
Scott Bradley Hyggen was 
charged after a 27-year-old 
Vancouver woman was 
beaten here May 3.4. 
Ball was denied last week 
to Laurel Marie Carra and a 
bail bearing will be held 
Wednesday for Calvin 
William Eeles. 
A ban on publication of all 
testimony was ordered for 
the bail hearings of Carra 
and Hyggen. 
Two juvenile girls and a 
juvenile boy have also been, 
charged with delinquency in
connection with the in- 
cident. 
A preliminary heating for 
the adults will take place in 
July. , . 
Nogirls allowed 
soccer league 
WASHINGTON (Reuter) 
- -A  soccer team from 
Virginia is being barred 
from playing in a Canadian 
tournament because three 
of its members are girls. 
The Cougars of the 
Northern Virginia League 
have lost only one of seven 
games. 
But under the rules of the 
Federation Internafionale 
de Football Association 
(FIFA), the sport's 
governing body, girl players 
are not allowed. 
"I think they just didn't 
want to be embarrassed if 
we won," said the mother of 
one of the 12-year-olds. 
"We're going by the 
rules," said Donald Weakes, 
organizer of the invitational 
tournament to be held in 
July at Oakville, Ont. 
OfficiMs at the'Canadian 
Embassy.  here have 
referred the matter to 
to the U.S. 
Today, the firm is con- 
trolled by Argus Corp. Ltd., 
one of  Canada s ,~largest 
holding companies. 
Since its originsin i847 in 
Newcastle near BeHeville, 
Ont., Massey-Ferguson has 
become one of the non- 
Communist world's leading 
fa rm equ ipment  
manufacturers. It also is a 
leading maker of con- 
struction machinery and 
diesel engines. 
Its products are made in 
90 factories in 30 countries. 
Of these products, 92 per 
cent are sold in about 190 
countries outside Canada. 
Despite its dismal first 
quarter, Massey-Ferguson 
still managed to sell $491 
million worth of equipment, 
down only one per cent from 
the record sales of the 
comparable quarter the 
prevmus year. 
In recent years, there has 
been a significant shift in 
the company's shareholding 
pattern. 
For example, there has 
been a shift of shareholders 
from Canada to the U.S. 
And the number of 
customer 
SALE PRICE 
$1 o89 
9:30- ! 0:30 AM 
OIGARETTES 
Most major types of 
regular and king--size 
cartons. 
LIMIT--2 per SALE PRICE 
customer " *II'6  
9:30-10:30 AM 
PHOTO ILBUMS 
Magnetic pages. 
Won't last long at this 
price. 
Regu lar  $2 .98  
LJmlt :1 SALE PRICE 
per cust0mw 
9:30- I 0:30  AM 
WESTINGHOUSE 
LIGHT BULBS 
Package of 2 m Regular 99c ea. 
Limit 4 pkgs 
per customer SALE PRICE 
2 pxos 99" 
9:30-10:30 AM 
LADLES KNEE HIGHS 
100 percent Nylon ,-- pastel 
so l id  shades .  
Excellent value. 
Regular $1.50 SALE PRICE 
2 p.,=*l "'* 
7:00-8:00 PM 
MEN'S LONG SLEEVE 
SPORT SHIRTS 
Parma Press -- plains and 
patterns. 
Regular $10.98 SALE PRICE 
'1"" I '4"4" 
9:30-10:30 AM 
OORELLE 
7:00-8:00 PM 
LAWN OHAIRS 
9:30-10:30 AM , 
SUPER LIWN BUILDER 
Green Valley Super. 
40 Ib bag contains 12--4--8. 
Regular $6.95 bag 
SALE PRICE 
Limit 2 "~5 • BS  
per customer BAD 
9:30-10:30 AM 
PENGUIN 
DISPOSABLE LIGHTERS 
Regular $1.49 
SALE PRICE 
2 Fo=*l' 
9i30-10:30 AM 
LADIES T SHIRTS & 
• TINK TOPS 
Array of styles 
Regular $3.98 
SALE PRICE 
2 fore*4-** 
2:00-3:00 PM 
MATERIAL 
tar paper. ,' 
In the centre of the fire 
zone, a Roman Catholic 
church Stood untouched, 
while everything around it 
• burned to the ground. 
Nearby, awhite picket fence 
stood around what was once 
a house. 
Sports Canada, the pensionC°mm°n shareholderSfunds, take has i ~  FirstP°lyestercome,Crepefirst serv d.--'45"~ , ~rF  .governiug body of all sports dropped by 5,-000 as in- 20pc= DIHNERWARE SET Never at a better price ' in Canada, but so far it stitutional investors, like than this. width. Thieves seems that the Cougars are a Colourstgreen,gold,hlue,white. ,in our fur,lture dept) 
going to remain in northern greater interest in the k 2 - -year  wal'ranty Regular $10.9S Regular $3.98yd. ,~  
Kitimat police are in" ~ ~ . ~  $,8088 $8 e 77 . ' I  e49 
entry at the Kitimat ' , " Y ~  ' .~ 
Workshop over the weekend 
that .netted thieves $300, the 
Herald has learned. ~ ~ m ~ 7 1 ~ ~ l l v . .  
It is the third time since r 
September that the building 
has been victimized by ' " ' Tues ,Wed,Thurs ,~a÷ PM thieves, a source said. 
The Herald was teld that ~ D ~ ~ "  Fri 9:30AM-6:30PM I police could find no visible 
signs of forcible entry. ,.,.ui)son  ,,ag ,,.. mpan 
. . ,  an--, . - -  i] W,i.e Qua0,,,.es Last apparently located the key 
to a desk housing some cash 
and smsshed another desk NO phone orders,deliveries or CO,D" KITIMAT • 
open to steal the money that 
was inside. ' 
I 
f • 't 
QUICK ON THE DRAW - Corporal Doug Joinson drew the winning 
ticket o Fill at the Trades Fair while Costable Ida Kooprnans looked on• 
i ~ Eileen and Harold Schaffner were the winners• 
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Doctor tells ailing Israeli PM 
to slow down his hectic pace 
TEL AVIV (AP) -- A 
doctor advised on Tuesday 
that ailing Menahem Begin 
slow down, and Israelis 
wondered whether the Likud 
bloc leader will be well 
enough to take over as 
][sraers prime minister. 
"It's too early to toll- 
,we'll have to wait and see" 
'whether he'll be up to the 
job, said Dr. Shlomo 
Laniado. "I said he must• 
slow down. I would advise 
anybody working at Mr. 
Begin's pace to slow down•" 
Begin, 63, was in the 
cardiac section of Ichilov 
Hospital, Where he was 
admitted Sunday after 
feeling ill, Doctors said he 
did not have a new heart 
attack and would go home 
after a few days of rest and 
observation. 
The right-wing party 
leader was in hospital for leaders, meanwhile, con- 
three weeks in March after tinued negotiations with 
suffering a heart attack smaller parties to form the 
during the election cam- coalition. 
paign. The Likud won the Ezer Weizman and 
May 17 election, taking 43 Simcha Ehrlich met with 
seats in the 120-seat representatives of the 
Knesset, or parliament. Democratic Movement for 
Begin's aides said they Change (DMC), which won 
are sure he will be able to 14 seats in its first run for 
function as 'prime minister election. 
once a coalition is formed, Likud and DMC 
probably in midJune. Party negotiators said they 
Top Soviet man dropped 
Photos by 
FOOD CONCESSION - Trade Fair visitors found ~_.._~_ ,,~ . . . . .  
, v .  ' ' usic . o .~o .  (AP)President" Central Committee ltad taken away by the Supreme 
NikolaiPodgorny, one of the "freed Comrade Pedgorny Soviet, the countr~/'s 
• | three most powerful men in . from the duties of a member parliament, but its standing 
the Sov iet  Union, was of the~ Politburo of the executive committee can 
g o o d i e s  dropped without ex-.Central Commfttee of the act withe I approval 
planaUon Tuesday from the Communist party of the the full ho se. The Su[ .and cops i i !  ruling councfl of the Soviet SevietUnion." * • Sovietne: meetsJtu 
Communist party. Theoret ica l ly ,  the Podgorr ' is the first 
Moscow radio and presidency is bestowed and three mel who over 
In a : ii~ television did not say 
whether the 74-year-old French p r o g r a m  
d i f f  Podgorny will retain the erent presidency, a largely 
.remo...t, but o,-terrible says MP servers aid the position will role be virtually impossible to 
hold without membership n | i 
Oil sands drama 
shelved by the CBC 
t 
lawyers: 
Directed by Peter 
Pearson, the drama has 
actors portraying Alberta 
Premier Peter Lougheed 
and other real-life par- 
ticipants in the project. 
Harvey said instead of the 
drama, the final prime-time 
periods this season will be 
devoted to two 90-minute 
programs about organized 
crime in Canada and the 
U.S. 
He said the company has 
been so occupied with 
parliamentary hearings and 
TORONTO (CP) -- Denis 
Harvey,, acting assistant 
generat manger of CBC's 
Englishlanguage network, 
says the company has 
shelved a controversial 
drama until next season or 
later, but denies man- 
agement is trying to sup- 
press it. 
Harvey said in .a recent 
interview that the :,.drama, 
about Alberta's ,~illion- 
dollar oil sands project, was 
ready for telec'ast in 
February and has been 
cleared by corporation 
No. study, noport 
Sound and east to the 
Northern Tier states. 
The consulting firm, hired 
by the council, said "a great 
" t on deal of work mus bed e 
bYGNOr thern Tier., 
ordon Conger, the con- 
sortium's attorney, said 
later tha{ the deficiencies 
were due to the council's 
adoption of regulations after 
the application was sub- 
mitted. The extra infor- 
mation will be submitted 
before CH2M Hill makes its 
final report to the council 
June 16,nbe said. 
The council is trying to 
OLYMPIA, Wash. (KIP) -- 
Northern Tier Pipeline Co.'s 
application for state per- 
mission to build an oil 
superport has "serious 
deficiencies," the Energy 
Facility Site Evaluation 
Council has been told. ' 
Jack Christofferson ofthe 
seattle consulting firm CH2- 
M Hill told the state council 
that Northern. Tier has 
failed to provide a stud~/of 
site alternatives ann a 
complete look at the envi- 
ronmental impact of the 
pro'ect. 
~e  Montana-based con- 
the Canadian Radio- 
television and Tele- 
communications Com- 
mission (CRTC) in- 
vestigation into the CBC, 
that rnanagement has not 
had time to make a decision 
on when the oil sands drama 
will be shown. 
"I can honestly tell you 
that it boils down to a moral 
decision about putting• 
conversations •into the 
mouths of real people, some 
of whom are still in office," 
Harvey said of the drama. 
"We've just scheduled the 
two organized crime 
programs for June 12 and 13 
at 9:30 p.m. each, and that 
probably takes the last 
~vailable time in this year's 
schedule. 
"I'm not going to say 
we're not going to run it, but 
because we've missed the 
last hole-inthe-sky timing 
this season, I doubt if the 
decision we need now to 
finalize it will be held in the 
near future." 
The drama deals with the 
Syncrude project and the 
events from April, 1973, to 
February, 1975, that led to 
its implementation. 
"It's a tough decision to 
make," Harvey said. "I can 
assure you that we've had 
several discussions about it 
and we can't reach a 
decision among ourselves. 
No matter what we say, it's 
a powerful drama." 
the party's Politburo. Stuart Leggatt, New 
There was also no sign Democratic Party MP for 
whether Podgorny had New Westminster, told the 
retired voluntarily. In other convention that Canada's 
cases, Central Committee 
communiques often say a 
loading figure has le f t  in 
connection with retirement, 
ill health or "at his own 
request." 
Tuesday's communique 
said the Communist party's 
future depends on 
developing an awareness of
French culture• 
Leggatt, who addressed 
the delegates in English, 
pointed to himself as "a 
product of seven years of 
French in public school". 
Second language 
vital: Gauthier 
sortium wants to build a. decide whether to require a 
port at Port Angeles, a tank formal environmental 
farm in Clallam County and impact statement before 
a pipeline from Port beginning hearings on the 
Ange lesaround Puget.proposal. 
out from 
use. preme 
i t next ts June 16. 
ny of the 
n threw 
and described B.C.'s French 
language program as 
"terrible." 
He warned of "a rise of 
bigotry" against French 
,Canadians and other ethnic 
gedroups and urged the 
eration to expand i t s  
activities to promote under- 
standing between French 
and English-speaking B.C. 
residents. 
NEW WESTMINSTER, 
B.C. (CP) -- The director of 
La Federation des Fran- 
eophones Hors Quebec said 
Saturday that French- 
Canadians outside Quebec 
are-being assimilated into 
the English way of life at the 
rate of 27 per cent a year• 
Hubert Gauthier told a 
meeting of La Federation 
des Franco-Colombiens, 
representing French- 
speaking residents of 
British Columbia, that if 
French language and 
culture disappear, Canada 
may cease to exist. , 
At the current rate of 
assimilation, he said, it will 
soon "be the English who 
speak French among 
themselves. 
"At the rate things are 
going, our grandchildren, if 
not our children, will no 
longer be able to speak 
French and might not 
already know how." 
The federation represents 
about 8,000 of the 110,000 
French-speaking residents 
of the province• 
"We want simply that it 
be recognized, once and for 
all, thatwe are here, that we 
have historic rights that go 
back to 1793 in British 
Columbia. that we represent 
a cultural force for the 
whole country," he said. 
Gauthier said that except 
• for Quebec the only province 
officially to, recognize 
French-Canadians is New 
Brunswick. 
In the educational sector, 
he said, French-Canadians 
have privileges, but no 
rights. 
With French language 
radio and television, for 
example, "we find that the 
programming comes from 
Quebec and that it is very 
difficult to break through 
the national network," 
Gauthier said. 
He said that when French- 
Canadians do demand 
equality "we are accused of 
racism, that we are too 
demanding, that we are not 
being reasonable and that 
we are extremists. 
"It is racism to ask for 
services for Which you and I 
pay taxes? Is it .racism to 
receive serwc.es in 
education and com- 
munication to which we 
have a right? Is it racism to 
love our language and our 
culture and to want to keep 
them?" 
Saddle & Tack 
AUCTION SALE 
Sat. May  20 - 1 p.m. 
ThOrnhili Community Centre 
All types of saddles to suit 
professional, pleasure & child riders. 
Roping, pleas0re, show & children's 
saddles• 
Bridles, bits, saddle pads, coolers, 
halters, lead shanks, long horns, lariats, 
leather goods& many more items too 
numerous to mention. 
Terms: Cash or Certified Cheque 
Dig M Auctions 
634-4852 866-6696 
I 
Nikita Khrushchev in1964 to 
fall by the political wayside• 
Still in power are Com- 
munist party leader Leonid 
Brezhnev, 70, viewed as the 
country's most powerful 
politician, and Premier 
Alexei Kosygin, 73. 
Podgorny had recently 
appeared inrobust political 
and physical health. 
He toured black countries 
in southern Africa in March 
irma major diplomatic foray 
by the Kremlin into that 
area .  
reached partial agreemer/t 
on some aspects of foreign 
policy, such as insistence on 
keeping'the Jordan River as 
Israel's eastern border and 
opposing efforts to set up a 
Palestinian state, This ]eft 
open the future of the oc- 
cupied West Bank, sand- 
wiched between the river 
and Israel• 
Begin has said he con-. 
siders the West Bank part of 
Israel, but the DMC plat- 
form wotlld return populous 
areas to Jordan. There are 
an estimated 700,000 Arabs 
in the West Bank area. 
Likud also is negotiating' 
with the National Religious 
party, the right-wing 
Shlomzion faction headed by 
Gen. Ariel Sharon, and two 
small ultra-religious par- 
ties. 
Together they total 19 
seats, which would give 
Likud a thin majority in 
parliament if a coalition 
were formed• Liked hi~es 
the DMC also will join to 
broaden the majority. 
Political observers say 
the fate of the coalition, and 
even Likud itself, depends 
on whether Begin recovers. 
LAKELSE HOTEL 
In the Leap  
Now appearing 
Diego Alearez 
638-8141 
May 16 thru May 28 
Terraoe 
i 
It's Canada's 
Choice. 
I 
Seagranfs Five Star. 
It's Canada's favourite five.year-old rye whis r. 
Say Seagram's and be sure. 
t . : :  I 
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Choosing policy 
(25 words or less) 
What does the government do when it is faced 
with a serious environmental problem like that of 
Eurasian milfoil in Okanagan Lake? 
Does it call in a bevy of botanists to prepare a 
report? 
Does it consult other jurisdictions about how they 
have handled similar problems? Does it send 
scientists to seek out a solution? 
Of course not. Such methods are simplistic and 
archaic compared to the one being used by En- 
vironment Minister Jim Nielsen. He knows that 
Eurasian milfoil is a weed that is spreading to such 
an extent hat it seriously threatens the future of 
the Okanagan basin. 
So what does he do? He holds a contest. That's 
right, a contest --  like you might have for "Why I 
like Rover Dog Food" (25 words or less) --  with 
grand prizes, framers-up and the whole bit. 
A recent news release from the Environment 
Ministry states that the government "will offer 
prizes of $10,000, $5,000, and $2,500 in' a competition 
for conceptual drawings and engineering specifics 
of a device designed to cure the problem. 
The second stage of the competition will permit 
the Ministry of the Environment to award an ad- 
ditional amount up to $50,000 for the contestant 
who, upon request, fabricates equipment and 
demonstrates its performance. 
'Here we have a government minister who for 
one-and-a-half years has headeda department soly ~ 
concerned with the environment, who has access to 
the top scientific minds and environmental experts 
in the world, whose job it is to provide direction and 
leadership, and the best he can come up with to 
solve a menace which threatens the very life of 
Okanagan Lake is to hold a contest. 
What can we look for next? A contest on the 
provincial budget (25 pages or less) ? A contest on 
• when to hold the next election (25 months or less) ? 
Is this government? 
When Mr. Nielsen was appointed Environment 
Minister he frankly admitted that he knew nothing 
about the environment. Apparently, nothing has 
changed. 
If not, watch out - changes to land commission 
act are upcoming and Nielsen is the Minister in 
charge. 
Given his present record, perhaps the provincial 
government would be well advised to hold a contest 
on who should be the next minister of the en- 
vironment. 
Thought for food 
Although the purpose of schools is to educate, not 
only in straight academic subjects but in other 
matters as well, they have been remiss in the field 
of nutrition. 
Sure, all schools have health classes in which 
students are taught the dry facts about proteins, 
vitamins, enzimes and so on, but at the same time, 
school cafeterias are full of sweet junk foods, 
overcooked vegetables and white "simulated" 
bread. 
In addition most school functions are provi~d 
with potato chips (some brands don't have any 
potato in them), pop and doughnuts. 
Regardless of what is being taught in formal 
health classes, students are bieng encouraged to 
eat food that not only lacks nutrition, but, in some 
cases, is downright harmful. 
The problem lies in the fact that teachers, 
principals, school board trustees and parnets alike 
are, themselves, ignorant of what goes into the food 
that goes into their mouths. 
Indeed, even doctors are regrettably uninformed 
about he effects of certain foods and chemicals on 
the human body. To compound the felony, doctors 
often make a point of discrediting legitimate 
nutritionists simply because they don't have 
M.D.'s. 
Even so, improvements can be made simply by 
using common sense. Without knowing anything 
about nutrition, most people are aware that pop 
and potato chips, except in very moderate quan- 
tities, are dangerous to health. 
We know, without being told, that processed, 
packaged esserts are sugar and little more. If 
parents would stop indulging and schools stop 
providing, the diets of today's children could not 
help but improve. 
j ,  
Interpreting the news 
Global business moves on bribes 
LONDON (CP) -- quiries into its practices, al- improper conduct should be ways to enforce an in- 
Allegations that British leged by The Mail to include eliminated from inter- ternational ban .on 
Leyland has used bribery to both bribes and extravagant national trade, banking and malpractice. 
secure export sales have commissions to foreign commerce, and we welcome Imposing a single inter- 
been partly discredited this agents, in the Middle East the work being done toward national ethic of business 
week, but the furore has and elsewhere. 
thrust the British govern- 
ment into a top-level in- 
vestigation of this country's 
trade practices. 
The accusat ions ,  
Fesublished in The Daily Mail, 
t much of their force 
when a Leyland executive 
admittedhe faked at least 
one of the key documents 
used as evidence by the 
newspaper. 
Porice have since charged 
him with forgery. 
But the state-owned car 
manufacturing company, 
and the agency that 
monitors its operations, 
have both launched in- 
And this week Prime 
Minister James Callaghan 
ordered Trade Secretary 
Edmund Dell to report on 
the commercial p,ractices-- 
or malpractices--~f 'British 
industry generally. 
Prime Minister Trudeau, 
with Cailaghan, U.S. 
President Jimmy Carter 
and other industrial leaders, 
condemned corruption in 
international business 
during their summit 
meeting here earlier this 
month. 
Their joint communique 
said: "We consider that 
irregular vractices and 
international agreements 
proh ib i t ing  i l l i c i t  
payments." 
In Canada, a Commons 
committee has been in- 
vestigating agents fees on 
sales of Candu nuclear 
rescto~s inSouth Korea and 
Argentina, and charges that 
Crown.owned Polymar 
Corp. provided kickbacks to 
foreign customers enabling 
them to avoid local taxes. 
In the United States, 
autliorities are investigating 
similar charges involving 
the Lockheed and Boeing 
aircraft companies. 
And at the United Nations, 
a committee is looking for 
behavior is no simple 
matter. 
As Callaghan told the 
Commons, part of the onus 
lies with the  customer 
countries to stop un- 
derhanded deals. 
It is no secret that in many 
countries, including some in 
the Middle East, payments 
that appear to be bribes are 
accepted as normal prac- 
tice. 
Under British law, in fact, 
bribes paid abroad to secure 
contracts can be deducted 
as a business expense 
against taxes. 
The Guardian reports that 
Callaghan "is not in favor of 
"Frankly, I don't know what he sees in her." 
Behind the news 
Puzzle of S.African whites 
JOHANNESBURG 
(Reuter) -- Prime •Minister 
John Vorster's assertion to 
reporters after his recent 
meeting in Vienna with U.S. 
Vice-President Walter 
Mondale that "my con- 
science is clear" is' taken by 
political analysts here as a 
clear indication of the 
enormous ideological gulf 
between the white South 
African administration and 
other Western governments. 
For the fact remains that 
South Africa's black 
majority population con- 
tinues to face a life of 
humiliation, degradation 
and blatant discrimination. 
There have been some 
minor changes, especially in 
the big cities. Blacks now 
share public parks with 
whites, there have been 
moves to integrate the races 
in sports and many of the 
petty apartheid signs on 
public buildings have been 
removed. 
But observers here are 
unaware of any change that 
has fundamentally altered 
the status of even the most 
brilliant and highly 
qualified black person. 
From the moment a black 
child becomes aware of his 
surroundings he is told by 
his parents that the white 
man is his boss or master. 
If he gets to school--and 
there is no compulsory 
education for blacks--his 
own culture is swamped in a 
sea of propaganda aimed at 
convincing him that the 
white man made South 
Africa a dynamic and 
wealthy country. 
Blacks make up 70 per 
cent of South Africa's 22 
million population. Yet the 
state spends about $650 a 
year educating a white child 
and $40 on a black child. 
If he has completed a 
secondary education, the 
black youth is then con- 
fronted with the inability to 
move freely around the 
country in search of the best 
job, the inability to express 
his. talent# because of 
preferential job treatment 
for whites, and the inability 
to earn the same money as a 
white for doing the same 
job. 
In the gold mines, a white 
foreman may make $800 a 
month; a black with similar 
responsibilities would be 
lucky to earn $320 a month. 
Government officials 
maintain that the reasonn- 
for the wage gap is that the 
country does not have the 
money. 
In addition to the 
problems of job inequality, 
the black worker is also 
confronted by a apartheid 
laws connected with h is .  
work. 
For a start, there are the 
influx control regulations, 
especially significant for the 
I 
mine worker in the Tran- 
svaal gold reef who is 
allowed to leave his 
homeland on a specific on- 
tract, normally not less than 
six months..' 
In effect, influx control 
makes it illegal'for a man to 
live with his,wire,and family 
during the te~m of his 
contract. The m~ilers live in 
company comPOUnds. 
Most politicai/ analysts, 
especially those to the left of 
the South African~eedt&, 
rest their hopes on the 
demise of the republic's 
British-style government 
and'its replacement with a 
tiered sy,.stem unique in Af- 
rica. 
• A cabinet committee has 
been meeting for several 
months to discuss ways of 
.JUBILEE YEAR 
moving away from the 
British system. 
Sources aid the changes 
will involve a switch to an 
executive, presidency and 
greatly expanded powers 
for the present multi-racial 
cabinet council. 
The plan is also said to in- 
clude a system of local 
government in which the 
urban black would, for the 
first time, have a real 
measure of control over 
~roblems uch as housing 
and education. 
The. build-up of in- 
ternational pressure against 
the Vorster regime is seen 
by observers here as a 
crucial factor in bringing 
about an early change in 
discriminatory domestic 
policies. 
Elizabeth as queen 
LONDON (CP) -- As' 
British author Elizabeth 
Longford puts it, the Queen 
andtelevision have come a 
long way together. 
Author Longford, who 
wrote The Royal House of 
Windsor, in a profile of the 
Queen recalls the monarch 
telling of her first television 
appearance, at Christmas 
1957. 
The Queen recalled her 
surprise at the makeup of 
those early days--her face 
painted with. yellow blobs 
like a clown- and the 
discomfort at Christmas 
luncheon with holes bored 
through walls, television 
cables running into the 
rooms and icy draughts 
running in with the cables: 
And her family thought 
she was shivering with 
'nerves ! 
During a more recent 
Christmas broadcast he 
Queen made a calm and 
authoritative appeal for 
tolerance and hope to the 
people of the Com- 
monwealth in their present 
anxieties. 
Queen Elizabeth II was 
born on April 26, 1926. 
She was an ideally 
"wanted" baby of whom her 
father, the future King 
George VI, said: "We 
always wanted a child to 
make our happiness com- 
plete." 
Miss Langford describes 
her marriage to Prince 
Philip in Westminster 
Abbey on Nov. 20, 1947 as a 
love match. But only those 
in the Abbey saw the 
Princess's face in all its se- 
riousness and radiance, for 
there was as yet no 
television. 
Never the less  her  
characteristic :impact of 
"grave and '.gay" had 
already been made on the 
radio during the Second 
World War as eai~iy as 1940. 
¢ 
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This was in the period 
known as the "Phoney 
War." But the Princess's 
message to other children 
was not phoney. Her 
promise of self-dedication 
was so obviously sincere 
that a woman writer who 
eard her predicted: "If 
ere are still queens innthe 
world a generation hence, 
this child will be  a good 
queen." 
Not only the British but 
people in most parts of the 
world were able to hear 
Princess Elizabeth give a 
second pledge of service-- 
on her 21st birthday, when 
the war was over. 
This time she knew much 
more' about the strenuous 
job to which she had been 
born. "I shall not have the 
strength to carry out this 
resolution alone," she said, 
"unless you join in it with 
me, as I now invite you to 
do." 
something resembling 
'unilateral disarmament' by
British exporters while 
other countries continue to 
employ d is reputab le  
methods." 
The Financial Times 
confirms that British offe- 
cialsJ'see no reason why 
Britain should handicap her 
own companies against he 
widely accepted practices in 
many overseas markets." 
There is a lso  dispute 
about he application by one 
government of its own laws 
or ethics in other countries. 
In Canada, for examl~le, 
authorities are resisting 
attempts by me U.S. 
government to secure 
company records dealing 
with the uranium industry's 
price and supply policies. 
The Canadian govern. 
ment has tried in this and 
other cases to prevent he 
extraterritorial application 
of U.S. laws when they differ 
from Canadian laws, 
especially when they con. 
flict with accepted Canadian 
practice--in anti-trust suits, 
for example. 
Voice of the readers 
WW iH s tankers 
unli today's 
Dear Sir: I have read 
Cyril Shelford's letter, in 
your paper of April 6th, in 
reply to a letter from T.D. 
Peatse re: the off pi~e line 
and tanker oute to Kltimat. 
Mr. Shelford now has a 
questionnaire in the paper 
which he is asking readers 
to fill in and return to him 
stating whether we are for 
or against he projects. One 
statement in his letter which 
he has repeated several 
times is that during the war, 
more oil tankers were 
torpedoed or bombed than 
would be lost by accident in 
fifty years, with no apparent 
harm to world fisheries. 
I heard • this statement 
refuted by an apparently 
knowiedgable person on a 
news broadcast. He ex- 
ralained that here wasn't he 
rge number of tankers at 
that time carrying heavy 
crude oil, that most of the 
tankers unk were carrying 
refined products, airplane 
gas, jet fuel and the like 
which caught fire and 
the tanker which ends up a 
rocky shoal. 
It was reported over 
C.B.C. news just over a 
week ago that the rocky 
shores around Chedabucto 
Bay, in Nova Scotia, are still 
covered with oil, and the 
shellfish in the area still 
affected, seven years after 
the oil spill which occurred, 
and which was supposedly 
satisfactorily cleaned up. 
The Captain of the Torrey 
Canyon, a relatively small 
tanker wrecked off the south 
coast of England some 
years ago, saw the rocks 
when still a mile and a half 
ahead of his ship and im- 
mediately signaled the 
engine room to change 
course. But in that distance 
the ship did not respond 
enough to miss the rocks. 
How long then, would it take 
some of the monsters afloat 
today to respond to a change 
in course? 
No, Mr. Shelford, SPEC 
and other such 
organizations did not stop 
the proposed steel mill. The 
promoters were .prepared to 
build a mill that would have 
polluted the air in our valley 
to the point that it would, 
under certain weather 
conditions, have been 
almost impossible to live 
here, and when pollution 
standards were raised to 
require a clean operation, 
with added costs, the 
promoters lost interest. You 
should be aware of that. We 
don't need an oil refinery on 
the north coast, and none 
are in the present plans. We 
are being well supplied from 
the south and east.  The 
pipeline from Edmonton to 
Vancouver is running at one 
third its capacity. 
This can be hooked into a 
system at Port Angeles and 
the flow reversed to catty 
Alaskan oil to Edmonton 
and then south to the U.S.A. 
with a new investment about 
one quarter the cost of the 
line from Kitimat, and no 
danger to either our North 
Coast or the inner Strait of 
Juan De Fuca. 
I very much doubt he oil 
and gas shortages are as 
critical as we are made to 
believe. The scare tactics 
being used are justification 
for price increases. If 
natural gas is now in short 
supply, why are the owners 
of the new gas fields in 
~,lberta nd the area west of 
Dawson Creek so anxious to 
sign up 20-year contracts 
with buyers? Why is the 
Alberta government con- 
sidering the building of huge 
petrobemical plants costing 
hundreds of millions of 
dollars? What about the 
Mexican oil reserves rated 
at some fifty billion barrels? 
These reserves equal any in 
the Arab fields. 
A committee in the U.S.A. 
st recently stated we will 
in trouble from fuel 
shortages in four years. 
But an in- 
dependent United Nations 
committee on fossil fuels 
stated afew months ago that 
we have oil reserves to last 
the world for another 
hundred years. Who are we 
to believe? 
Much of the business 
community says, '!Build the 
pipeline, it will provide 
much needed work and burned, or evaporated, thus 
causing no damage, stimulate business". True, 
Also, a tanker carrying for about one year while the 
heaving crude, which was line is being constructed in
torpedoed and sank before the Kitimat-Terrace area 
much of ~e crude~s~ped, there will ,be~ q Opr~y of, 
would I~ely' cart'3' ,; :{.b' ~ ,,actwlty,..w,l li. :the. be .~ 
depth wherethepres~u're'is' parlors and liquor stores 
great enough that nothing, doing a rushing business. 
no matter how light, will But if camps are 
come to the surface, and at established, the Catering for 
these depths, there is very these camps will be con- 
little or no sea life. Not so tracted out of Vancouver, 
with not too much benefit o 
local stores. 
Once completed, Kitimat 
and Terrace will share 
possibly 30 permanent jobs, 
not much when a tanker oil 
spill might jeopardize the 
livelihood of hundreds of 
fishermen, fish plant 
workers, and Native 
villages. Mr. Shelford asks, 
"If we don't allow the steel 
mill or pipeline, what 
alternatives to boost our 
economy do you suggest?" 
Personally, I don't think 
we should be in any great 
rush to bring in industries 
which may run a few years 
then fold. 
Look what happened in 
Newfoundland. The distress 
after the industries closed 
down was worse than before 
they were established. 
Lot's make the best of 
what we have and fill in the 
gaps as they show up. It 
isn't absolutely essential 
that the town keeps 
mushrooming. Before the 
war we were a community 
of about a thous~lnd people, 
and we were just as busy 
and just as happy as we are 
now, maybe more so. 
It will be interesting to see 
how many of our elected 
representatives from dif- 
ferent levels of government 
will have sold out to the oil 
lobby, or feel obligated to 
support Mr. Cressy after 
being wined and dined, and 
subjected to a steady 
barrage of propaganda by  
the dozen or more oil 
representatives on that 
week of pleasure cruising. 
• After drinking off com- 
pany liquor and par- 
cipating in oil company 
hospitality for a week there 
will be those who feel they 
just couldn't be so mean as 
to oppose the Kitimat oil 
pipe line and tanker route. 
Whether it was all 
arranged beforehand ornot, 
that pleasure cruise was a 
heaven-sent opportunity for 
the oil company 
representatives to present 
their point of view, with all 
the trimmings. 
Well, this .is how big 
business operates, and the 
ordinary concerned citizen 
has no. way of competing 
F. FRANK 
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A WATERGATE ? 
Burglary no.t the"wor,k of RCMP squad 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The 
government denles any. 
RCMP involvement in a 1970 
bresk-ln and burglary In 
Toronto which yielded In- 
fo rmat lon  on so-called 
subversives working, in the 
public service. 
Justice Minister Ronald 
Basford told the Commons 
on Tuesday that the federal 
police force Was not in- 
volved in the break-in and 
theft e ra  marling list and 
other documents from the 
offices of Praxis Corp., a 
Toronto activist group 
working with the poor. 
Opposition MPs called the 
ak-;i,jratergate-style 
scandal and made new 
demands for a public 
inquiry after two Toronto 
newspapers  pub l i shed  
weekend stories o'n the 
issue. 
The Toronto Sun 
blished the names of 21 
eral civil servants who 
were accused of subversive 
activities by former 
solicitor-general Jean- 
Pierre Goyer in a con- 
fidential memorandum to 
Prime Minister Trudeau, 
and several other ministers. 
n 
The Globe and Marl said 
Metropolitan Toronto police 
are investigating whether 
the RCMP security branch 
was somehow responsible 
for the PraxiS break-in and 
I~1~.  
e Goyer letter said 
Praxis 'had taken over 
another group and was 
using it as "a radicalizing 
agency among the poor." 
The letter also named 21 
civil servants, including 
some who now are in senior 
overnment jobs. It said 
ey "appear to have as 
their aim the destruction of 
the existing political and 
social structure in Canada." 
Basford, acting for 
Francis Fox, the current 
solicitor-general who was 
not in the Commons 
Tuesday, said the RCMP 
were co-operating with 
Toronto police in in- 
vestigating the Praxis 
burglary. 
He also •said RCMP 
received information on 
Praxis from more than.one 
source, but would not who met'with government 
comment fur~ther, disapproval. 
Frank Oberle (PC-- The Goyer letter ef- 
Prince George-Peace fectively accused, era- 
River)said in'the Commons p!oyees of "high treason" 
that Goyer's office in 1971 although none has been 
took "raw intelligence" found guilty of any crime, 
from the RCMP relating to Oberle : said. 
Praxis and government MacKd~'saldTrudeau and 
employees and added his ~ninistei's cited national 
severalnames of their own security " and other 
to the list of so,called sub- protections in the past to 
versives, withhold information on the 
Outside the House, Praxis break-in and the 
compilation of the list. Basford refused to com- 
"We still don't know briefed."ment' saying he was "not whether Goyer was fully 
Oberle and Elmer aware of what was going 
MacKay (PC--Central en," he said. 
Nova) told reporters Coyer Goyer has refused to 
evidently drew uphis own answer questions on the 
blacklist of civil servants issue. 
Ame TIVE LEADERS . ,  
rican officials told 
Alcan route  not tol  rable , 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- way proposal would come to construction would be less Johnson s the biggest pipeline construction 
Canadian native leaders the same conclusion as the socially devastating along fear of norl n natives is project, any pipeline in the 
told U.S. officials tedaythat Berger Commission did the Alaskan highway than therushofp ewhowould near future down thl~ 
an Alaskan highway route about he Mackenzie Valley along the Mackenzie Valley. come into t~ orth to build Mackenzie Valley would be 
for a natural gas pipeline is route: any construction Proponents of the former the pipeline ~d to join the 
no more acceptable in the should be delayed 10 years routehave said that because development~'and tourism 
near future than the Arctic to allow natives time to ~,~ ,~ ,  w~da cn,,,,, *ho 
Gas route that would cross develop institutions to 
the northern Yukon and handle the impact. 
Mackenzie Valley. G e o r g e E r a s m u s, 
Daniel Johnson, chairman president of the Indian 
of the Council of Yukon Brotherhood of the Nor- 
Indians, predicted that a thwest Territories; said it is 
Canadian commission "asinine" and "ludicrous" 
studying the Alaskan high- to argue that pipeline 
The province'= 
of the highway's existence 
they would have less trouble 
with native land claims and 
environmental objections. 
But Erasmus and Johnson 
told the president's Council 
on Environmental Quality 
that such statements are 
based on too narrow a 
viewpoint. 
"It's not a land problem, 
it's a people problem," 
Erasmus aid. 
The two suggested that 
~eline ] 
;pment~.t~ 
boom that w~Pld follow the 
pipeline. ~ 
He. said F...oothills Pipe 
Lines Ltd., .the Canadian ~ oponent of,'the Aldskan ghway routi~', is wrong in 
promising that it cguld 
control such impact. 
Johnson recalled that as a 
child he .and others in 
northern viIIag'es would hide 
when men froh~ work crews 
would come to" the villages 
to "terrorize". the residents 
an "essentially genocidal" 
act contrary to intonational 
law. 
Johnson repeated his 
council's tand that at least 
seven to 10 years is needed 
for Yukon land claims to be 
settled, for Yukon natives to 
develop institutions for 
controlling development 
and for a,Yukon economy to 
be built up that will 
withstand the impact of 
pipeline construction. 
The council is to make a 
the U.S. give up the idea of a and look for women, report to the presideQt by. 
pipeline through Canada The NorthwestTerritories July 1, evaluating the en- University plan and instead turn to the El leader'said that for such v i ronmenta l  impact  
Paso proposal to bring reasons and for the more statements made so far in 
Alaskan natural gas south' important ' social damage consideration f the various 
i s  c r i t i c i z e d  byship, that would be done by a pipeline proposals. 
program finalized TDAC BURNABY, B.C.  (CP)  - -  ?The committee has • not 
A plan'to establish~ fou r felt itself bound to follow the, " ' • : :~  
Interibr:qJniVt~rsity cam ~•" Winegard proposals in Terrace and District Arts two or three' days, while the Committee organizing 
puses in the province is detail," the committee said Council has now fin~,Uzed others will run through the the Summer School. "If we 
impractical because the in releasing its report last the program for the Sum- School " 
mer School of the Arts to be range of courses offered 
would be too limited, a 
Simon Fraser University 
study of the proposal has, 
concluded. " 
.The university's report, 
prepared by a committee of 
admin is t ra tors  and 
~,rofessors, says a 
distance-learning system 
of correspondence ourses 
would be better than In- 
terior campuses remote 
from students. 
The university agreed in 
principle last December to 
accept responsibility for 
setting up university 
programs m non-metro- 
politan areas as recom- 
mended by the government- 
appointed Winegard 
Commission. 
week. 
The committee "does not 
believe that the best in- 
terests of, the Interior can be 
met by,!iisetting up small 
SFUs :': at particular 
location;" the report ad- 
ded. ;,: 
• "In the first' place, many 
potential students are not 
within ~ommuting distance 
of these centres and, 
secondly, the range of 
courses" ... must inevitably 
be very limited." 
Instead, the report recom- 
mends a sophisticated 
correspondence teaching 
system hacked up by 
seminars, intensive short 
courses and tutorials at 
specific locations. 
Link chickens out 
after egg struggle 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
(CP) -- ~rnold Link ended 
10 years of struggle against 
the British Columbia Egg 
Marketing Board Tuesday 
b~ ~i.vin~ away about 3,000 
o~ ms hens. 
Link said he expected to 
wrap up the disposal of his 
.assets today. He recently 
soldnan Ohanagan egg farm 
his quota allotment-right to
have 14,000 birds.,and 
produce 200 cases of eggs a 
week. 
There are 30 dozen eggs in 
a case. 
Six thousand hens were 
sold with the _quota for a" 
price Link said would pay 
all his bills accrued in 
battles with the marketing 
board during the last 
decade. Link has" argued 
that Interior producers need 
more protection from.c.beap 
egg supplies impor~ trem 
the Lower Mainland. 
Link is keeping about 500 
hens for income and is 
giving away the remainder 
on a flrstcome, first.served 
basis. 
Link limited customers to 
20 chickens a family and his 
farm 10miles west of Prince 
George was the scene of a 
steady procession of 
chicken-lovers carting away 
their booty in sacks, bag~ 
and cardboard boxes; 
Grizzly Valley 
inquiry sizzles 
"VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
The lawyer for Arthur 
Weeks, a central figure in 
the inquiry into the trading 
of shares of companies 
involved in Grizzly Valley 
natural  gas development, 
Tuesday described Weeks 
as "just a salesman" out to 
sell British • Columbia. 
Weeks was an aide to Eco- 
nomic  Deve lopment  
Minister Don Phillips, but 
was fired from the postafter 
he adn~itted trading in 
shares .of companies af- 
fected b~='pipeline d velop- 
ment in il~ northeast region 
of the province.. 
• Lawyer C. O. D, Branson 
:said Weeks had been told to 
sell B.C;, and to restore 
investor confidence. Of 
Weeks' share purchases, 
Branson asked: what 
,would you say of a salesman 
who wouldn't invest himself 
in what h.e's elling." 
held in Terrace July 11 to 
August 12. The program 
will include: Weaving, 
Qui lt ing, S i l kscreen: '  
Children's .Art, Creative 
Wr i . t ing ,  P iano ,  
Recreational Singing /rod 
Recreational Dance. Suzuki 
Paine and Singing con- 
ducted by the' Terrace 
Talent Educators will also 
be part o f  the Summer 
School, and a film series of 
artistic films •will be 
arranged. Persons in- 
terested in drama can 
participate inan exciting six 
week program of drama 
instruction conducted by 
Brian Paisley, Consultant to 
the B.C. Drama 
Association; the drama 
whole Summer get good reaction from the 
~ried. In some cases, public thisyear, we can ~lan 
umes and dates can be something more ambitmus 
arranged to suit the persons next year; but  in the 
caroled, meantime, we think we have 
"We are very excited a good variety of 'courses 
about the program," said. with very good instructors," 
Ken Morton,~ Chairman 0f. commented Morton. 
program will culminate 
with a production of Mac÷ 
beth in the R.E,M. Lee 
Theatre. 
Courses and workshops 
will be of varying length. 
Some will ~ completed in , 
i ~ , 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
AI)- I  STI ATOI  
"" • ~,  ' , ~ 
The, District of Terrace. is seeking'applications for the position of Clerk- 
Administrator. 
Reporting directly to the Mayor and Council, the successful candidate will be 
responsible for the co-0rdination of the functions of the various ~municlpal 
departments inaccordance with policy adopted by Council. 
Applicants mustpossess extensive knowledge of Municipal government and have 
• demonstrated a ministrative abiflty in a senior management position. 
Preferred applicants will have relevant formal training such as a senior cer. 
tlflcate in Municipal Adininistration, or equivalent experience. 
Salary will be of Interest to these.presently earning approximately $24,000.00 per 
annum and is negotiable, subject to qualifications and experience, with excellent 
fringe benefits. 
. Applications are to be submitted to the undersigned on or before June 22nd, 1977. 
0 
4 
G.W. Buchanan 
Clerk-Administrator 
District of Terrace 
N0.5-3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 2X6 
635-6311 
Goyer's letter, leaked to 
the opposition who released 
it several months ago with 
most of the names removed, 
identified the 21 civil ser- 
vants as proponents of 
"extra-parliamentary 
,pposition ... opposed ... to 
the electoral process." 
The letter said that Martin 
N 
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Effective Wednesday, June I 
T ! AU ' r' lM f)FJlL E S. 
L~ Round trip 
SWARTZ BAYISALTSPRING 
~ SWARTZ BAY/OUTER ISLANDS 
r~ CROFTON/SALTSPRING 
B BOWEN ISLAND/HORSESHOE BAY 
From June 1st, 1977 on the following 
ROUTES 
~r~ VANCOUVERlVlCTORIA 
Tsawwassen-Swartz Bay 
VANCOUVERIRANAIMO 
nL~ Horseshoe Bay-Departure Bay 
nr~ VANCOUVER TO GULF ISLANDS 
From Tsawwassen to Saltspring, 
Galiano, Mayne, Pender Islands with 
• connections for Saturna Isl~qd . . . .  ' 
n r~ GULF ISLANDS TO MAINLAND 
from Islands above 
Sunshine Coast 
HORSESHOE BAYILANGDALE 
EARLS COVE/SALTERY BAY 
B BRENTWOOD BAY/MILL BAY 
Special Fares on above 
Routes: B.c. Senior Citizens (with 
Pharmacare Card)and other special 
fare categories will continue to enjoy 
their privileges when providing proper 
identification. 
Them is a further reduction of 20% for 
groups of 15or moretravellir~gtogether 
as foot or bus passengers, provided 
that 7 days notice is given. 
. ~ "INSIDE PASSAGE" 
I£:J Kelsey Bay/Prince Rupert 
.!: ! / ,  . itL! ,n,,,}.~ r;(~( ,.! F.~ ('f (Ar lOt JAL  
V[ HICLES . 
. . . . .  I ~NrJ TRAILERS ~(: 
t,~)H! ) ( "1|  I} liA:'~IC UNIT 
(5,1t ,  . (Up 10 20') " 
t 
$3.00 $1.50 $9.00 
5115o I s_;; 
i 
I 
$3.00 $1.50 $9.00 
Combined through fare or 
one round trip on either route. 
$1.50 $ .75 
* Automobiles and trailers are char- 
ged at separate rates and not as com- 
bined units. Vehicles over 20'in length 
basic unit rate plus an additional per 
foot charge of: 
Route l, 2, 3, 7. S1.00 
Route 9 '. 
(Tsawwassen to Gulf Islands) ~1.00 
Route 9 
(Gulf Islands to Tsawwassen) .65 
Route 4, 5, 6, 8-.50 Route 12-.25 
I New I~xcursion Fares! 
20% discount i. effect on 
round trip passage booke0 30 
days in advance. 
BRITISH COLUMBIA FERRY CORi RATION 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, PHONE: 
VANCOUVER VICTORIA NANAIMO SALTSPRING ISLAND OUTER ISLANDS 
669-1211 386-3431 753-1261 537-5131 629-3222 
LANGDALE SALTERYBAY KELSEY BAY PRINCE RUPERT 
886-2242 487-9333 282-3351 624-9627 
For up to date ferry information I r | l  
... check cable I , ~  Vancouver or Victoria 
Sail by bus! 
Pacific Stage Lines Fares* effective Wednesday, June 1st 
.... ADULT CHILD 
VANCOUVER/VICTORIA 
(Downtown to Downtown) $5 .75  $2.90 
VANCOUVERINANAIMO 
(Downtown to Downtown) $4 .45  $2.25 
*Special Fares for B.C. Senior Citizens Monday to Thursday inclusive 
(except statutory holidays): For detailed information phone your nearest bus terminal. 
Loney, a former civil ser- Corp. and Robert Rabi- 
vant. headed a small group novitch, now assistant 
of former campus cabinet secretary for social 
revolutionaries who wanted policy. 
to organize other sym- Rudnicki was fired for 
pathetic ivil servants, what Basford said were 
Others previously named reasons unrelated to Praxis 
included Walter Rudnicki orthe list. He subsequently 
and Farrell Toombs of won $18,000 indamages in a 
govemmentowned Central court action for wongful, 
Mortgage and Housing dismissal. 
~I I IB  
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I lore to choose as Totem TV expancls 
"We have lots of with our customers, specializing in elec- will stay at the old 
confidence in the town of They've always come tronics. The Radio Shack location at 4554 Lakelse. 
Terrace. We're ex- first with us, and they've line, Realistic, will be Changes are in progress 
pandining because the been really good to us." featured as well as Sony there, too. The entire 
town is expanding," says Things are so good for and R.C.A. radios, T.V.'s, store is being 
Peter Gray of Totem T.V. Totem T.V. that they and stereos, remodelled, and there is 
in Terrace. have lust opened a new Appliances and fur- talk of obtaining ~more 
"We're really pleased store at 4607 Lakelse niture, a "natural" pair, lines in furniture. 
i • 
J 
Shown are the two owners of Totem T.V., Peter 
Gray and Dick Sharpies, electronics store at 4607 
Lakelse Avenue. The store features the Realistic 
.j ¢= 
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¢, 
line of equipment in radio and stereos made by 
Radio Shack. Other names in stereo and T.V. are 
Sony and R.C.A= The store has opened., this=week. . . . .  
/ : i  
"We were thinking of 
expanding," said Dick 
Sharpies, "and then one 
morning somebody woke 
up and thought 'why not 
split the.store into ap- 
pllances and furniture in 
one place and electronics 
in another.' It made 
sense, so here we are." 
Customers can rest 
assured that they will 
still receive fine service 
for the products they buy 
at either store. Service 
and repairs are done 
right here by the store's 
own repair men. The 
technician, who handles 
radio and T.V. Work, has 
been in electronics for 25 
years; the appliance and 
refrigeration ~nan has  
been in his field for 12 
years. 
The people backing 
them up, Totem T.V,, 
have been in Terrace for 
14 years. • The Radio 
Shack franch!~eL, has 
been under their awning 
for two years time. It is 
the fastest grow.ing 
electronics chain in the 
world, aS well as the 
largest. Radio •Shack 
started with one outlet in 
Canada six years ago; 
today there are 600. 
The franchise deals in 
many parts and  ac- 
cessories for radio and 
stereo buffs. The C.B. 
equipment includes the 
• new 40 channel C.B. 
radios. There is" about 
.$50,000.00 worth of 
merchandise to look over 
and choose from. 
Business has been good 
at the other store. We're 
optimistic, that's why 
were expanding. 
Whatever economic  
slump there has been 
• . , ,~, 
i-;5: ~, ~i ~ 
i* 
//" 
Ed Moldenhauer appliance and 
refrigerator repairman Totem T.V. 
has something to smile about. He 
has a lot more room to work in now 
that the T.v. and radio people have 
moved out of the old stroe at 4554 
Lakelse. Ed and his buddies will 
stay there, though, to remodel the 
premises and continue selling 
furniture and appliances. 
hasn't affected us. We 
had.a good increase in 
sales last year, and we 
expect to do well here," 
said Sharpies. 
"And all the money 
from this store stays in 
Terrace...all except what Radio Shack t.shirts, and 
the government getsV' Friday 100 Radio Shack 
There will be a lot of . beach balls will be given 
opening specials at the away. 
store, and some free 
gifts. Thursday the first. Go in and take a look at 
25 customers at the new some familiar faces in a 
store will receive free' new setting. 
Bedroom Suites 
25% • ° 
~ , .  : . . . . 
" eg3 l~cMbdern"  ' : '  
s79995 
Rosewood & Black 
$59995 
Chesterfields 
& Chairs 
Save 20% 
Eg. 2 pc Braemore Velvet 
Reg $779.95 
Now 
s65995 
CI-IARGF_  
I 
Sealy 
Box Spring & 
Mattress 
• "~. . .  ~ ' .  . .  
Posturpedie Queen Size 
Reg $439.95 
$3799s 
Dining Room 
Suites 
20% 
3 pc. Victoriaville suite 
Reg $1699.95 
=135995 
/.. 
Kroehler 
Recliner 
o . ,  . . . 
Reg. $289.95 
s17985 
Panasonic 
Micro-Wave 
Reg. $749.95 
s66995 
I J 
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Your 
+ 
TV 
26" ROA Colourtrak 
26" RCA Colourtrak 
CGA 698 
CGA 722 
26" RI)A Colourtrak C.~A 703 
II 20" nl)A XLIO0 ~,  445 
21~[1" RI)A XL100 ~u 5~ 
s899" 
s989's 
s939" 
s629" 
s62r  
V mm m m l m V  
tm 800 Tuner $169.95 
. Lab 50 Belt Driven Turntable $i29.95 
Optimus 5B Speakers $129.95 
Nova 6B Speakers $89.95 
STA77 AM-FM Receiver Amp $229.95 
STA15 AM-FM Receiver Amp $139.95 
I 
I 
P 
E 
I 
C+, 
SCT-9 Cassette Deck with Dolby $239.95 
Authorized Sales Centre 
.° 
TRO 48 SB-Base-Mobile 
TRi) 4"/S.-Mob.e 
6entronio G~ 
TRI) 424,o Channel Mobile 
s799" 
+799" 
s799" 
$519" 
$§19" 
q 
s299" , 
' S l79"  ' l 
Sl§9" ' 
( 
$@tf lgs , 
~tOt  vp" - .  , ,  
~9 °'" oe~o~ $~ 
+i29" 
'i:,'$999~':" ~" : ~ " X 
8 TRACK AUTO SPECIAL 
0ompaot 8 Traok Player ..... $4r  s 
Deluxe Dual Gone Speaker s15" 
s99" I $1rlEREO SPECIAL 
s69- 
M QTA 753 Stereo AM-FM Receiver sSS9 911 
' 199  °s W l.¢b 100 Belt Driven Turntable With Magnetic s12 9- 
~_~ Elliptical Cartridge 
s99" 
Sl99" 
2-Macli One Speakers 
SCT-11 Front Loading Cassette Deck with Dolby 
.890  Go 
s439" 
s279" 
s1249 ~s 
At  Thei r  + 
• ,~NIEW LOCATION 
'~!";" ' ~ ' ~ i ' : .  " , .,...:~q, 
~(lext to Ev's Hen's Wear) 
4607 Lakelse.Ave, 6~15.$144 i 635-5810 
Come Early Limited Stock on Some Specials 
,..,.u.x,,.v.,.,.,,,,h.,,,... .,; 
i .O.,a, Oa.,.,.,,,o.., On,,..,rov.d Or.dJt. "" , ' , ,  
• uom# ~ . .  rereo 
"" - o;stem 
~ Battery-A-Month Club ~ i pLr+~s~,~:l~l 1"1403
Saves You Up to $7.08 ~ Many Dal ly  Unadver t i sed  
- -  FREEI No obligation, ~:~ 
§ b:~ "'-'°''''"''~" ~ 
t 
/ 
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Series goes to wire " 
Jets clobber lea Nordiques 1 2-3 TSw:mm:n)g-Tl e 
cl }iar~ eP~ w s}r]rP~nWil~  b~un~il:! . 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- 
Winnipeg Jets scored a 
record 12 goals Tuesday 
night to whip Quebec 
l%rdlques 12-3 and force a 
seventh game in the World 
Hockey Assoc iat ion 
championship. 
A noisy two-minute 
standing ovation at the 
hegivning of the game sent 
the Jets out flying and it 
took just one minute and 29 
sceofids before Hull put 
them on the scoreboard, n 
With Cloutier off for inter- 
fe r rence ,  Winn ipeg 
defenceman Mike Ford 
imecked J. C. Tremblay off 
the puck at centre ice and 
sent Ulf Nilssen and Hull 
away..Nilsson made the 
perfect pass for Hull to 
deflect into the net. 
But Cloutier came out of 
the penalty box and 
redeemed himself with his 
12th and 13th goals of the 
playoffs to tie a WHA record 
and put Quebec ahead 2-1. 
Clout, or cut across in 
front of the net and rifled a 
shot along the ice behind 
Winnipeg goaltender Joe 
Daley at 3:02. He then 
redirected Tardff's pass ot~ 
a three-man break at 4:28. 
The Jets came back with 
three siraiRht goals and that 
drove the ~apacity crowd of 
10,.059 into a frenzy. 
Labrnaten deflected Peter 
gull,van's gealmeuth pass 
at 9:17 and the Jets then 
victimized Tremblay for the' 
next two goals at 19.:09 and 
lS:47. Nilsson knocked the 
veteran defencemen" Off the 
puck and Hedberg,went in 
against John Bernie,. 
Bern,or stopped the initial 
shot but the puck dropped 
behind him and Hedherg 
picked it up and easily heat 
the startled Richard 
Brodeur. 
Fran Huck then got the 
puck in the corner, fed it to 
Miller who made a return 
pass. Huck slid the puck 
between a defenceman's 
legs to Guindon who heat 
Bredeur &em peintblank 
r"~e'~""~ goal came seconds 
after Brodenr had made a 
brilliant save on Gulndon on 
a breakaway. 
But with both teams 
laying wide Open of- 
nsively, both Brodeur and 
Daley often found them- 
selves at the mercy of op- 
posing forwards. 
The Nordique's line of 
Tardff, Cloutier and Chris 
Bordelnau put en tremen- 
dous pressure and with 
Ryan fans 12 Tigers in ,-,ngel win 
No,an Ryan struck out 12 
and held Detroit to Just 
three hits Tuesday night as 
California Angels edged the 
Tigers 2-I in an American 
League baseball game. 
It was the 75th time Ryen 
has struck out 10 or more, an 
American League record. It 
also was the ftre-balling 
.'Igbt.hander's 100th AL 
victory against 82 defeats. 
California's two runs 
came in the second as 
singles by Joe Rudi, Bobby 
Bonds and Ron Jackson 
br~ought home one rub. 
Bonds scored on a sacrifice 
fly by Bobby Grleh. n 
A squeeze bunt by Frank 
Duffy scored Andre Thorn- 
ton with the tie.breaking run 
and Cleveland Indians went 
on to post a 7.5 victory over 
Seattle Mariners/ It was 
Cleveland's third win in a 
row.  
Grsig lqettles and Carlos 
May slammed consecutive 
home runs to touch off a 
Former boxing champ 
charged with murder 
NEWCASTLE, N.B. (CP) 
-- Yvon Durelle, former 
Canadian and British 
Empire light heavyweight 
boxing champion, was 
charged today with second- 
degree murder in the 
shooting death Friday of 
Albin Pokier, 32, of Bale 
Ste. Anne, DureHe's home 
town. 
Durelle, who decked 
Archie Moore several times 
in a wellremembered 
Montreal fight in the 1950s, 
which the Bate Ste. Anne 
Coa#tion formed 
~EW YORK (AP) -- A 
coalition of 15 organizations 
will make the first combined 
effort to end all United 
States athletic competitions 
with South Africa. 
Tbe group has taken the 
name of the American Co- 
ordinating Committee for 
Equality in Sport and 
Society (ACCESS) and will 
be comprised of political, 
religious, civil rights and 
the issue" of racial 
separatism in South Africa, 
a spokesman said. 
South Africa has been 
barred from the last three 
Olympic Games, soccer's 
World Cup and several other 
international competitions, 
but was reinstated in Davis 
Cup tennis play and is 
scheduled to play in the 
Federation Cup tennis 
sports organizations which tournament next month at 
plan:to "hammer away a t '  Eastbeurne, England. : June 1§.' 
Sick tennis player 
fishermen went on to lose, 
waa silent during his six. 
minute appearance in 
provincial court before 
Judge A. P. TracyGould. 
Durelle retired from 
boxing to run a restaurant in
Bale Ste. Anne, a no,thorn 
New Brunswick village. 
Pot,let's I}ody was found 
in a car~ln the village Friday 
night. Police said he had 
been shot five times. 
Durelle, wearing a 
checked sports coat and 
brown pants, was escorted 
into court by two RCMP 
officers. Re was ordered 
held in Jail until a ball 
hearing Friday before Mr. 
Justice Henry E. Ryan of 
the New Brunswick 
Supreme Court. 
A preliminary hearing on 
the charge was scheduled 
PARIS (AP) -- Harold 
Solomon came back from 
illness Tuesday and sur- 
vived his first match in the 
French Open tennis 
championships onthe gruel- 
ling slow clay courts of the 
Roland Garros Stadium. 
survives clay courts 
The little star from the doctors, prevented h im 
Pompano Beach, Fla., from touching a'racket for 
defeated John Fearer, a three v;eeks, and he ad- 
lanky Englishman, 6-3, 64, mitted the two-hour match 
3-6, 6-2. against Feaver drained his 
Solomon reached the final energy. 
of the tournament last year.: "I could have done with a 
His illness, which baffled ~ong rest after the second 
set, I was that tired," 
Solomon said. "Now I shall 
Not guilty 
four-run rally that lifted allowing seven hits-- 
New York Yankees t'o a 6-,5 including three by Don 
victory over Boston Red Money--and Ken Singleton 
Sex. George Scott homered homered to give Baltimore 
for Boston as loser Luts " Orioles a 2.1 victory over 
Tlnnt, 9.4, failed to gain his 
lOOth victory as a member 
of the Red Sox. 
Jim Palmer struck out a 
season-high 12 batters, 
AMERICAN LEAGUE 
ABR H Pct. 
Ballor Tot 106 21 40.3T/ 
Carew Mln 158 27 58.367 
Washngtn "rex 118 11 41 .347 
Burleson Bsn 140 20 50.338 
PeKelly Bal 92 13 31 .337 
AWoods Tor 123 17 41 .333 
Chalk Cel 126 12 42.333 
Munson NY 148 27 49 •331 
Horton Tex 106 16 35.330 
Slngleton Bal 94 15 31 .330 
Home Runs--Zlsk, Chicago, 
12; Gross, Oakland, !1. 
Runs Batted In--Rudl, Cali. 
fornia, 38; Hisle, Minnesota, 36. 
Pitching (S decisions}--Tan- 
ana, California, 7.1, .875; Gar- 
vln, Toronto, Alexander, Texas, 
6-1, .857. 
Doubles--Lemon, Chicago, 13; 
McRae, Kansas City, 12. 
Tr ip les - -Randolph,  New 
York, Carew, Minnesota 5; 
Rice, Boston, Moore, Mil- 
waukee, Remy, California, 4. • Stolen Basas--Remy, Callfor- 
"nla, lS; Patek, Kansas City, 15. 
Mi lwaukee  Brewers•  
Milwaukee's lone run came 
on a home run bsr Money. 
A five-run fifth inning, 
sparked by Hector Cruz's 
National League AER HPct. 
Trlllo, Chi 124 23 48 •387 
Parker, Pgh 155 28 58 .374 
Johnson, Htn 91 18 33 .363 
Matthews, Atl lb5 23 37 .352 
Simmons, StL 127 24 44 .345 
Valentine, Mtl 129 19 44 .341 
Kranepooh NY 102 13 34..333 
Smith, LA 131 34 43 .328 
Grlffey, Cin 154 30 50 .325 
De Jesus, Chl 145 30 47 .324 
Home Runs--Cey, L~s Ange- 
les, 13; Smith, Los Angeles, 11. 
Runs Batted In.-Cey, 42; 
Winfield, San Diego, 39. 
Pitching (S decisions)--Can- 
delarla, Pittsburgh, Denny, St. 
Louis, 6.0, 1.000; Rau, Los An- 
geles, S.O, 1.000. 
Doubles--Cromartle, Mort. 
treah 15; Luzlnskl, Phlla- 
delphla, Reitz, St. Louis, Rose, 
Cincinnat, Yeager, Los Angeles, 13." 
Triples--Almon, San Diego, 5; 
Brock, St. Louis, Winfield, 4. 
Stolen Bases--Taveras, Pitts- 
burgh, 19; Cedeno, Houston, 17. 
Lions send 
Guthrie 
to Alouettes 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
General manager Bob 
Ackles of the British 
Columbia Lions today an- 
nounced that a trade has 
been completed with the 
Montreal Alouettes sending 
quarterback Erie Guthrin to 
Montreal for Canadian 
defensive back Glenn 
Leach. 
Leach played the last six 
games of the 1976 season for 
Montreal after having been 
drafted in the fourth round 
of the Canadian Football 
have a day off before th~ League drafts. He is 2~ 
next round, and I hope I years old, 5.foot-ll and 
shall get back into the swing weighs IS~ pounds. He at- 
of tournament play." tended Wilfred Laurler 
The French cham- 
tworun triple, helped St. 
Louis Cardinals hand 
Philadelphia Phillies an 8.5 
National League defeat. 
Percher Bob Forach, who 
has lost once, became the 
first seven-game winner in 
the l~b. Greg Luzinski drove 
in all five Philadelphia runs 
with a single and a pair of 
two-run homers. 
Chris Speiur scored from 
second on a pinch single by 
Jose Morales in the 13th 
inning as Montreal Expos 
edged Chicago Cuba 54. 
Barry Foote slammed a 
two-out homer in the eighth 
for Montreal to knot the 
game at 4.4. After Chicap 
pitcher Rick Reuschel 
missed the ball on a suicide 
squeeze attempt, he 
followed with his second 
major league home run. 
Pittsburgh Pirates took a 
5-2 triumph over New York 
Mets behind the combined 
pitching of Jerry Reuse and 
Terry Forster. AI Oliver's 
homer sparked a three-run 
fourth inning by the Pirates 
as Pittsburgh snapped a 
string of 19 scoreless innings 
by loser Jan Matlack when it 
took a 1.0 lead in the second• 
say Dolphins University at Waterl0o, Ont. i ::I!: pionships are not the best Guthrle has been with the II ~!ii!iii~i 
form of recuperation after Lions for five years, k 30 ii !iiiii!il, " .!! 
illness. Matches follow the years old, and started as :/;i: : i!i 
MIAMI ~AP) - -  Don meeting was set up by traditional five-set formula, quarterback for the first. "~ 
Reese and Randy Crowder airline stewardess Camme and the long rallies on the eight games last season..He 
of Miami Dolphins entered Rlchardaon,~. slow surface are a challenge k ~-foot-I and weighs 200 .: •~ i!i!'/ i::ili i:, !!ill
not guilty pleas Tuesday to R!chardson pleaded no even to the fittest, pounds. 
charges of selling more than contest . to co.nsp!racy Dr. Renee Richar&, the i i!:~i:~:;i~i~:::i~:~::;i:::i:i~:;~i!,i~i!i 
aL:_~lmdofcscainotoMlan.z., cnarg~ last weegen.a ..ann trans-sexual player who Jockey 
undercover police agents was pmcea on prooauon once competed in the men's i!i~;i~iili~i~!~li 
. on .  -e  - - . " -  
Joseph Durant ~t  a ten- In an u m'e.la..ted case, .280- . event-after being given the S ~"q~ 
tat,re June 27 trial date for pouna voipmns tacg~e results of one more sex test. y I  y ! n  
the two National Foe,hall Darryl Carlten entered a no Richards failed an m [ s h a p  
i.~ague players, contest plea Tuesday to an Olympicstyle chromosomes 
Reese and Crowder, aggravated assault charge, test before the Italian 
released on bail and He was charged with championships in Rome, NEW YORK (AP) -- 
suspended from ~e tasn~, beating up a escktall lounge and was told she must un- Seattle $1ew's jockey, Jean 
did not appear ,  courL security guaro  Jan. Zl. 1 0 ~ %  Their ple s weirs entered by Pc,lee saldCarltnn went on dergo another examination Cru~uet, was exonerated of
lawyer Barry Gather. ,a rampage, striking in Paris. any blame Tuesday in the Tournament officials did disqualification on Monday 
The two airs charged with Lecn~d Bryant, 41, and not.make the results of the of his mount in the Shuvee 
sale and possession of smaslun~ furniture befot~ test public but merely said Handicap at Belmont Park. 
cocaine, andoonspiracy to leavin~thelounge~.dbeing the findings had been sent o Secret Lane,n, ridden by 
sell the illegal drug. n involvL, d in a five-ear fiery Richards by the hospital, Cru~uet, was set back from 
• Police said the two weirs crash. arrested May 4 in a Miami Carlton will be sentenced and she had withdrawn, first tothird for interference 
Clearly, she had failed the in the deep stretch on 
motel by two Miami Friday when he appears 
plainclothesmen after the before Judge Paul Baker. 
Vernon man wins 
hang-gliding title 
VERNON, B.C. (CP) -- 
Lew Neilson of Vernon 
placed first in the open class 
of the first Canadian 
national hang-gliding 
championships, held in this 
interior town during the 
weekend, 
The event featured mainly 
British Columbia entries 
and winners. About 125 
people from across Canada. 
participated. 
Lea Ainsworth of Victoria 
Was seBond in the oven 
class, followed by' Miles 
Hopkins of Kelowna, B.C. 
Doug Banner of Nanaimo, 
B.C. finished first in the 
standard glider class with 
Cam Wilson of Kaslo, B.C. in 
second and Lloyd Matthews 
of Victoria third. 
In the fixed-wing class, 
Jeff Blake of Vancouver was 
first followed by Gordon 
Savage of Kelowna and 
Craig Peterson of Van- 
Couver. 
test again. 
llie Nastase of Romania, 
one of the likeliest 
challengers for the title in a 
depleted field, defeated Lifo 
Alvarez of Argentina 7-6, 6- 
3, 6-2 before a big crowd ~on 
the centre court. 
Nastase looked subdued 
and uncertain in the first set 
and was taken to six-all in a 
tiebreaker before winning 
it. But then he found his 
rhythm and was an easy 
wmner. 
• American victors in- 
cluded Tom Gullikson andn- 
Trey ~Valtke. Gullikson beat 
Britain's Robin Drysdale 7- 
6, 6-3, 0-6, 6-3. 
Waltke had a tough 
workout before overcoming 
Gianni Ocleppo, the Italian 
No. 8-ranked player, 6-3, 5-7, 
7-6, 6-2; 
Monday. 
The stewards' decision ot 
to suspend the French 
Jockey kept clear the way 
for his ride in the Belmont 
Stakes June 11 aboard 
Seattle Slew, winner of the 
Ketucky Derby and 
Proakness. 
. . . • . . . • .• . . .•  . . . . . . . •  . . . . .  • .  • • • .  • • • • • 
Feelln9 listless? Out of 
sorts? 
Fight ill Take a walk. 
P,~el.ql~,Itllonl 
tq ' . l l k  a hk~, 'k : l~td ;P , : .  
• .  • • . .  • • • .........%'...'_.*..'.'.'.'.'.'..'."..'.'.'_.'.'.'.% ,,:~:,;,:,.,:;:,,~;,.,:,.,.,.,.,.,.,...,.,.,...,.,.,..,.,.,.•.,...,. 
Daley on his back after 
making three initial saves, 
Bordel~au scored at 16:35, 
The goal kept Quebec 
close but Winnipeg took 
almost total control in the 
second period to score four 
unanswered goals. Hull, 
Sullivan, Ford and Guindon 
scored to give Winnipeg an 
8-3 margin going into the 
f inal  period. 
The final game of the best. 
ofseven series will be played 
in Quebec Thursday night. 
Quebec had a chance to 
win their first championship 
with a victory Tuesday and 
held a 2-1 lead early in the 
first period. But the Jets, 
defending champions, 
moved into a 4-3 lead by the 
end of the period and then 
demolishedQuebec with 
four unanswered goals in 
each of the last two periods. 
The previous .playoff 
record was 10 goals scored 
b iy Houston Aeros in a 10-1 
n over Winnipeg in 1974. 
Bobby Hull scoh~d three 
goals for Winnipeg while 
Anders Hedberg, Bobby 
Gtdndon and Peter Sullivan 
each added a pair. Singles 
were scored by Dan Labr- 
aaten, Mike Ford and Willy 
Lindstrom• 
Real Cloutier scored twice 
for Quebec and Chris 
Bordeleau got the other. 
Sounds fishy 
CALGAR  - -  About 75,-000 three-inch 
trout will be released in 
Rocky Mountain lakes this 
summer. The fingerlings, 
property of Parks Canada, 
will go into lakes at Jasper, 
Banff, Kootenay, Waterton 
Lakes and Mount 
Revelstoke National Parks. 
Many of them will be 
marked to determine the 
extent of trout reproduction. 
next year, with 500 com- 
petitors from more than 50 
countries participating.. 
They were approved at the 
second session Tuesday of 
the threeday 1977 In- 
ternat iona l  Amateur  
Swimming Federation 
(FINA) meeting. i ' 
Olympics 
TEHERAN (ReUter) -- 
Iran has changed its mind 
about bidding for the 1984 
Olympic Games and will not 
be submitting a formal. 
application later this year, 
informed sources said 
Tuesday. 
Boycot t  , 
CANBERRA (Reuter) 
-- An Australian aborigine 
leader called Tuesday for a" 
boycott of the 1982 Com- 
monwealth Games in 
Brisbane because of what he 
sai.d were the Queensland 
State government's racist 
policies. Joe McGinnis, 
president of the Federal 
Council for .  the Ad- 
vancement of Aborigines 
and Torres Strait Islanders, 
said the boycott would be 
part of a national and in- 
ternational campaign 
against Queensland prod- 
ucts. 
Tenn  
PARIS (AP) -- Dr• Renee 
Richar&, the transsexual 
tennis player seeking to play 
in her 'first major tour- 
nament, withdrew Tuesday 
from the French Open 
without further explanation • 
alter undergoing a sex test. 
Tournament director, 
Pierre Darmon said that the 
California resident had 
received the results of the 
examination, but thathe did 
not know them. 
! ?":.' .:.. - . . :  
'L, ~ ' 
• : . : :  
. . . :~:// 
caffeine free! 
• If coffee prices are keeping you 
awake at night, why not switch to milk. 
Cool, delicious, refreshing milk~ 
Milk'not only tastes good, it is good. 
Good value..., good nutrition.., good 
for the whole family. 
Canada's Food Guide recommends 
milk for everyone, every day• 
So let a tall, cold glass of milk perk up 
your day.., at mealtime, snacktime, 
anytime. 
It'll even help you sleep nights! 
Take abreak from coffee-drink MILK! 
;:.r 
,~  
, ~ii~ i 
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The I:lerald, 3212 Kalum Street 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B,C 
Phone 635.6357. Terrace 
. Phone 632.5706. KItlmat 
Subscription rates: Single Copy 
20 cents. Monthly by carder 
Three Dollars ($3.00). 
Yearly by mal l  In Canada 
$40.00. Senior Citizens $20.00 par 
year. 
Yearly by mall outside Canada 
$51.00. 
Authorized as second class mall 
by the Post Office .Deportment, 
Ottawa and for paymept of 
postage~ In cash. 
Classifieds due 24 hours prior to 
desired day of publication. $2.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classified ads. 
1. Coming Events • 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every. Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
;Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club 
wil l  commence• play e~ch 
Tuesday:night a~, 7:30. Play:will.. 
be In room 4, Caledon'la High 
School. All bridge players are 
inv i ted  to "attend. For 
partnership or Information 
phone 63S-73.~. (cff) 
Thornhill Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhill 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. 
New members welcome frord 
Terrace and Thornhill. 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1820, •Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and 4th 
Thursday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635-6641. (off) 
• INCHES AWAY ' 
CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 8 
in the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more Information phone 635. 
• '~7 nr635-30~3. 
Parents 
in Crisis 
Are you maklng your own life 
and your children's mlserable? 
P,I.C.'s goal is to help you 
became the loving construdive 
parent you really want td be. 
• All enquiries absoluh~ly 
confidential. Phone Mary ~,0r 
John . 635-4419 or Jane • 635. 
4607. (ctf) 
ABLE  ELECTRIC LTD. :! i~ta,nted to buy: jackplne logs. 
Class A Electrlca! Con.-.'~'PhOne6:3S~2603. [cff) 
tractlng. Free Estimates. 
phone 635-5876or 63a.1231;. (ctf):': ~39. "Boats'8. Engines 
' r  . . . .  " . " ' "  !! " 
19. Help Wanted For Sale: 17' L-und boat. • Mer~ 
(:rulse~'. Inboard.outboard, 1 , 
TAX I DRIVE RS year old. 92 hours. Call 635.6636. 
Full time, part time. Class 4 ( d(~ 
Iicence and police permit For Sale 327-gm marine 
required. Contact manager, mo4or with a velvet drive 
Terrace Taxi • 635.2242. (off. transmission. Over.hauled and 
. Kermode Four Wheelers Needed Immediately: 3 sales i ~5'.31~81 ' "'~~ed~:l~il $3:~ 
t~etlngs lst Wednesday of each represent~;'J~ives for Terrace, w~:,,? ".~ :Pr" , . . . . .  )P_one 
h 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting Kitimat anti Prince Rupert. 47 ;i, Home;; fo r  Rent 
room at the Sandman Inn. For area. Femaleor male. Full time ' i • • .  r ~.,. 
further information phone 635. or part time. Age Is no bari;ier." i~. •i{l~.~'=e~l~h~.l~dr~m heus~ 
• Apply at 4717 Lakelse Ave; [P;:.~':en~'r~t f 's~,~ll f;'mllv Mus} - 
14. 6usiness Personal ' " '~ . . . . . . . .  Terrace, B.C. (c 7) '"': " ."~"'-''"'~-" :~-'• "~ ~ . :be .employed. No heavy 
KiLGREN EXCAYATING 24 Situations Wanted ' drinkers: Refer.encas required. 
" : ~-;~e:~!~:3~,.7:33 pm. (p16) 
Small cat work, 420JD. Land. WORK WANTED- • ,.:,~.., . . . .  ... ,. ~:,. , 
scaplng, backfilling, stump Bulldozing, basement digglngo:~:,.;t-~om~h(~p~e out of town 
removal, clearing. Truck, landscaping etc. Backhoe~.oll~!~'~'~'G~,~ii~.,c~ $2~0 -per 
tandem axle• Hyab 17' Flat.- roto.tililng, Post ho le~d lgg lp~;~iT~~ ~ .. ~ ' -~ i . - .~ .  '::' (~18)', :
deck, 20' ta'ndem axle trailer. Phone . . . .  r . 
Phone 635-3112. ASk for Wayne. 635.6782 48.•Sui |es for  Rent 
(ctf) (df) " " . . . - ' -Y :.~. " 
: - ' . . .  I :or R.~ii ~' ~room duplex 
Golden Rule: Odd lobs for,.the, -,, 32 Bicycles, ' ....... " .... ~ .......... : . . . . . . . . .  a " 
iebless. Phone 635-4535. 3238 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m f implece~ i ln ]owh. Phone 635. 
Kalum. (ctf) For Sale: '1975 CB Honda 500 " 5~]~/~(¢tf) ":! i' 
MR. FIXlT 
Anywhere, anytime 
• Small motor tune-ups a 
specialty. Phone 635-4602 
Evenings. 635-4565 days. (cff) 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
Low Rates 
No lob too blg or small, free 
estimates on remodelHng, 
roofing, porches, siding, 
painting, spraytex ceiling. 
i Phone 635-4094 
~ k for John after.6 p.m. t(d'f) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeratlve Conh;adlng and 
household repairs. Phone 635. 
5876or 638-1231. (df) 
Twin. Excellent running con- 
dltion with saddle bags, from 
crash bar and luggage rack. 
Only 3400 miles. $1,400 firm. 
Phone after S p.m. 635.7675. 
(p17) 
1975 Honda XR7Scc good 
condition plus accessories, 
Helmut, tools, Maintenance 
books. Asking ~100.$450. Phone 
632.2049, ask for Danny (p.20) 
33. 'For Sa le .  Misc. 
Price Skeena Forest Products" 
Ltd. will have a sale of low 
grade lumber Monday through 
Friday 7 a.m. to 3 p.m, X. 
marked - $20 per 1000 bd.. ft;. 
Economy - $40 per 1000 bd. if; 
(off) 
:' ;~: CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace,  B.C. 
63S-70.56 
New 1, 2and 3 bedroom suites 
for .rent. F ridge, stove, 
drapeJs, carpet, rec area, 
sauna'~and pool table, with 
s ecul;Ity" e nterphone and 
elevator. A..bS.Olufe!y no pets. 
(off) ~..'..i:. _ : . . .  
F0rRent;  3 bedronnl duplex. 
Very close to town on quiet 
street. Available June 15. 
References required. No dogs. 
Phone 635.7083. [c18) 
For Rent: duplex on bench 
Meeting " Terrace B.P•O.E. i • ' ~1 Spot Cash for. Used Furniture, Large, 3 ~ bedrooms, fenced. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third I Now O.e. I Antiques, all useable items, . :;' Phone 635.7987 evonl~gs. [eft) 
T~lursday of mo~th. O,O.R.P. I ANDRE,S . I • Tbe Furniture.Stall:: '.i~ ~.~.i: ;  '.~'/:'" .!~'; .;."'.'.'/. '-" - 
• "" '~ . . . . .  ": "~' " '" '"' :.,•l:lll~ .lllOE'LlO E , 
.ENTERPRIS .E,,,.S LT.D.: ~l::~,:.. .. ... :':•. ~'..' ' '.k ;,;:. ~U.,.,',~¢ ............ ~l~e.Little.,Aveiiue: ....... :.... (Ladlep:.of..t~,l~;0yaI. p.u~rpleJ-,~:,.i ' ., ' . • ,:..,~15-3=~, ...... ... ,.,.,~..,, . . ~ .i; . . . . .  
Sec°n~:a*~'F°~rt~U'~i'yr0f~'~]; ~-V:~'~'~a?:ts "": ~ : :~Auto -~ ! :YO:l)~Cl~lJty aJfaipha, clover and' Sleeping rooms, housekeeplnc 
Month. Par ts .  Auto  repa i rs . |  flmothymlxturelnbarn.$70per unite, centrally• located. Fully 
Amer ican  and Impor t l  ton or $1.75 per" bale. Write• furnished: Reasonablerat'es by 
Garage Sale. Saturday May C=,rs , . |  Tufty Hall, Box 1009, Van- dayorweek. Non-drlnkersonly. 28th, 2716 Clark Rd., Thornhlll. • - -  " . . . . .  / derhoof, B C (off) Phone 635.~11 [off) 10 am to 6 pm (p.16,18) 3026 Hwy.  16 baST / " " " " 
' Phone 638 1710 / Flowering almonds, flowering _. . :, _ . " 
' " ~ r,,~dv to bloom, lilacs, aDearo0m ~OW Housing Suites. 
' I crab"--"---8,l~err- bushes, a Full basement, 1V= baths, half WUIT lrees y : 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Monday, Thurs., Saturday. 
Phone 
638.1021 
635-7423 
Saddle and Tack Auction Sale. 
Saturday, May 28 - 1 p.m. 
Thomhill Community Centre. 
See Auction Advertisement in 
May 20 and 25 edition. (c18) 
B.C. Heart Foundation In 
Memorial Donations may be 
sent to Terrace Unit, Box 22, 
Terrace, B•C. 
To compliment Logger's 
Sports Day the Thornhlll Fire 
ept. and  the Community 
nter Club are sponsoring two 
evenings of enjoyment. 
Saturday, May 28th, there will 
be a Dine and Dance at the 
Community Center• Dining at 7 
pm and Dancing at 9 pm until 2 
am with music by Jim Piper 
and the Country Roadrunners. 
Tickets on sale at Jim's tackle 
Shop, Hull's Groceries, Apex 
Red and White, Terrace Esso 
Service and also at the door; 
Any questions call 635.5908. 
Sunday, May 29th, from 3 pm 
until 10 pm there will be a 
Logger's Saloon Day, again at 
the Community Center with 
continuous live music by local 
talent. Come and quench your 
thirst and dance your feet off. 
Bookings for use of the 
Community Center can be made 
by calling either 5.$597 or 5.3467. 
(18) 
1 
Roto-tllllng done with large 
trador unit• Front-end- bucket 
for spreading soil or gravel. 
Thornhlll area preferred• Phone 
635-3478. (p9,12,16) 
Webb Ref r igerat ion  
4623 5OUCI E 635-2180 
@ 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
(Ctf) 
I 
FOR RENT 
Thornhlll Community Centre 
Is available for dances, 
bingos, prlvato parties, etc. 
Phone 635-5597 
or 635-3467 
to"w) 
B&B & SON 
CEDAR SHAKES 
Box 571 
or phone 
635.3689 
Terra'ce,  B.C.  
(~f) 
. ,1•  
REALTY  LTD'  
Phone: 632-618S 
I 
83 RALEY STREET 
Three bedroom, full basement 
home. 1~ bath up. Self con- 
rained legal suite down. 
Double drive under garage. 
Family room down. Good floor 
plan. Immaculate condition. 
27 OMENICA STREET 
This semi.detached home has 
been completely remodelled, 
with larger bathroom, new 
vanity and three way mirror. 
New kitchen cupboai'ds, 
util ity room made Ihto 
separate dining area. 
$34,000.00 $65,000.00 
'DROP IN FOR A FREE CATALOGUE 
330 C ITY  CENTRE,  K IT IMAT,  S.C. 
N.J. (Herb) Johnston. 632.2815 
D.R. (Dove) Barclay 632.3666 
K.D. (Kay') Schooley 632.6692 
R.E. (Ed) Scaife 632.6092 
I 
broad selection of flowering & 
ornamental * trees, shrubs &' 
evergreens particularly suited 
for our northern climate. 
UPLANDS N~U RSERY 
where you'll find "The Beauty 
of Nature for your Home." 
Corner of Halliwell & Kalum 
Lake Drive inTerrace. Open 
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Mon. to Sat. 
Closed Sundays. 635.2603. 
For Sale: NCI~. Cash Register, 8 
department total, recon-*. 
ditloned, very reliable type of 
machlne. Wlnderland General 
Store, 3210 Kalum St., Terrace, 
635.4636. cff 
I 
. SELL ING "i 
Hay- -S t raw , 
Western & 
Engl ish Tack 
Grooming Equ ipment  
635-5617 
(df - 
For Sale or. Rent: concrete 
forms build your own 
basement and save. Also 8" by 
12" wooden beams. 8', 10' and 
12' lengths. Assorted blocklng. 
635.3745. (p12,16) 
For Sale: Hoover washer spin 
dryer and Hoover dryer, $175. 
Cascade hot water tank used 
onlY 1 year S7S. Phone 63S.4615 
after 4 pm. (c-17) 
For Sale: portable, sowing 
machine. Light Industrial type. 
Ideal for sewing leather, heavy 
material or regular. Good 
condition. Also solid walnut 
coffee table. Phone 635-318i. (c- 
16,18,1,3,.6,8.) 
For some real bargains In used 
women's and • children's 
~block from Schools, 5 minute 
walk from town. Suitable for 
families. S250 per month, 6-' 
month lease. Apply Suite 108 - 
t530 Scoff. [df) 
I 
Suites for Rent 
Keystone  Cour t  
Apar tments ,  Off ice No. 
2:,4611 Sco f f .  One, two 
and  three  bedroom 
apar tments  . : 
635-5224 
Fot'. Rent, small furnished 
apt. Close In. No. pets. Phone 
635.5350. The Motel (c-16) 
Clinton Manor ~..?~ ::. ;- ~. .. 
Furnished studio or t bedroom 
apar½tnents. Phone 
638-1032 
or. 
635.4321 
! : . : 
)he bedroom duplex. Un-, 
furnished except for heater, 
stove & frldge. Close to town. 5 
minute walk to shopping can- 
tree. phone 635-2834. (p16) 
FoPRent: 13 'bedroom fully 
'furnished trailer, carpets - $225 
par month. 2.bedroom house. 
ba'sement, carport, frldge and 
stove, carpets. $175 per month. 
Phone 635.2482. To view apply at 
3347 Kofeed. (p.10) 
For Rent: 2.bedroom un- 
furnished basement suite; In. 
cludes f r ldge  and stove. 
3HOBBY FARM 
12x56 mobile home and 12x56 
complete addition containing 3 
bd'rms., fireplace & wall to wall 
carpet on V= acre on school bus 
run. Fenced and landscaped, 
green house, chicken house 
complete with chickens, large 
garden area, small fruite, berry 
bushes and fruit trees. Open to 
all reasonable offers. Call 635. 
3271 between 7 and 10 p.m. and 
weekends. (stf) 
For Sale: Beautiful og house 
on V= acre lot at Lakelse Lake. 
Inc.ludes propane stove, frldge, 
fireplace and more. Serious 
inquiries only. Contact A-15 
Skeena Valley Trailer Park (p- 
19) 
FOR SA~.E 
$ bedreom family home on two 
and one,third acres, Barn and 
smaii pa*nbb0de.:Garden plot. 
View at 4213 Sparks St. 
or phone " 
635.3620 
efte~ S p.m. [PIS) 
~mi ly  home on one acre en 
Bench boasts 1800 sq. ft. of 
comfortable Iivlng. 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec  room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscap ing ,  
workshop and much more. Try 
your offer• 638.1790. cff 
Family home on One acre on 
bench beasts 1800 sq. ft. of 
comfortable living. 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscap ing ,  
workshop and much more. Try 
your offer. 638.1790. (off) 
Older 1200 sq. ft. split.level, 3 
Ixlrm. home for sale. Nelson 
Road, New Remo. Needs minor 
repairs. Ideal starter home., 
Owner eager to sell. Make an 
offer. Will accept lot or mobile 
home on trade. Call 112.562.6651 • 
or 635.7353 to view.. (df) 
51. Business Locat ions 
• For..Rent:.. Ground~'flooi; c'~m. 
merclal or.-offlce.space. ~46. 
Lakelse. Phone 635-4925. [df)" 
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR LEASE 
1800 sq. ft. downtown Terrace. 
Smaller areas available. 
635-4636' 
Manager 
(off) 
52. Wanted to Rent 
WANTED 
4 bedroom furnished or semi- 
furnished house out-of.town as 
soon as possible. Phone Allan at 
635.6357 after 2p.m. (stf) 
'Naturalist requires cabin 
near park for summer• Phone 
(604) 658..5850 collect or write 
DIs ' t r ic t  Superintendant, 
Lakelse Lake Provincial Park.' 
(o2) 
55. Property  for  Sale 
Large lot for rent in Thornhlll, 
set up fo~" parking trailer. Also 
Joey Shack.for sale. Phone 635- 
3685. (p.17) 
Beautlfuh.treed, ,secluded 2 
acres with all year creek. Close 
to town. Must see to appreciate. 
$17,900. Phone 635-7480. (p. 
16,1,6,11.) 
For Sale (approx) 6 acres. 
Ideal property for any ad- 
venturer. Corner of Krum and 
Qd Lakelse Lake Rd. Level and 
grassed "and fenced. Good 
water, f ire protection. 
Regionally zoned for light 
commercial or resldenclal. For 
further Information call 635.3181 
or write box 430 Terrace. (c- 
16,18,1,3,6,8.) 
56. Business Opportun i ty  
For Sale: Older rental unit for 
sale. Four 2 bedroom suites. 
Good location. Priced to sell: 
Phone 635.9471. (stf) • Work ng family. Available June 
clothing, household items arid 1. No pets. phone 635.$738. (c. 
toys see the selection' at the.  16,1e), 
Klflmat Workshop at 660 W.  . . . . . . .  ' FORSALE 
Columbia St. at Rlverledge, ?'.,:~r~.,t,K:;l~:_ 4~;~e~:h~ m' BYTENDER 
Open 9 to  4 w(m.k'"."~"~:;~;'~"~'~,,;t '~;~ ~ ak'd dinln;~ ASSETSOFDEASE 
days...donatlons welcome d'~':!':;','%.~, ."'?" " %"s'e'-"-'rate ' e '~ .  DEVELOPMENTS LTD. 
[ctf) ,:-, Tame mclu, qee. pa - 
• !:trance.Available June1. Phone Real estate and chattels 
Singer sewing machine with ~5.3292. (p-ll ' situated in Dease Lake, B.C. 
. ! , 
cabinet. Excellent ~ conditio n. :.f:0r,..ReM.!!2.bedroom~ suite, formerly operated as the 
Phone635-5.469. (p.18) F r idge  and Stove. No pets. "Dease Inn". 
Thornhilh Phone 635.6668. (p- Sale Is under direction of R.E. 
:For Sale: spruce logs suitable 16,10,19,1,3.) .. Jamlson as receiver.manager 
for log houses. 635.2603. (ctf) and is subject to approval of the 
49, Homes for Sale courts.. 
37. Pets • For that first home, 3 Fo~'furtherlnformatloncontact 
Ioedro0m, large lot. Room for Warren Burgess or Rod Cousins 
For sale.well.trained saddle garden and animals. Asking at Federal Business 
horse. ~/~ Arabian. Phone 635- 522,500. Pho.ne 635.74110. (P" Development Bank, Terrace . 
6682. (p.17) . i 16,1,6,11) 635-4951. (c.16,17,18,1,2,3.) 
Expansion planned for 
Granisle, B.C. Shopping Centre. 
Lease premises suitable for: 1. 
Junior Dept. Store. 2. Hardware 
& Sporting Goods. Apply Box 
1155, this newspaper or phone 
392.7752 for further Information 
(c2,12,1) 
57." Automobi les 
For Sale: 1975 Sierra Grande 
Suburban GMC, 4 wheel drive: 
Complete with 800 lb. warn 
winch and roof rack. Phone 635- 
7987 evenings. (off) 
19;r4 Bobcat. Standard tran- 
smission, radial tires. $2,000. 
Phone 635.3178 after 6 p.m. 1973 
Arctic Cat 400. Has seen very 
little use. $800. (cff) 
For Sale: 1968 International 1/= 
ton. V.0 automatic. Phone 635- 
3378. L'tf 
Consign your car, truck or 
trailer. Let a pi-ofesslonal sell it 
for you. 
Copper Mountain 
Enterprises Ltd. 
635-4373 
DL 00605A clf• 
PR ICED FOR QUICK 
SALE 
1964 Mercury 750 Tande~ 
dump truck in good running 
condition. 
635-7838 
cff 
1966 Pontiac, automatic 6 
cylinder. In running condition• 
$100. Phone 635-6898. (p.17) 
1974 Dodge Monaco. 33,000 
miles. 2 spare rims with tires 
plus one new fire. A-I condition. 
Phone 635-5008. (c-18) 
1968 International Scout 800, 2. 
wheel Drive. 4918.2052. (p-l) 
For Sale: • 1955 Wlllys 4x,l V2.1:on~ 
p.u. Not running, but ~therwlse 
in good shape. Best offer. Call 
635.6642. (p18] 
For Sale: 36 passenger school 
bus. Phone 635.2600 till 5 p.m. 
635.6937 • evenings. (off) 
1972 Volkswagen Van. Com- 
pletely camperized. In good 
condition. Phone 638-8225 after 
6. [p16) 
For Sale: 1961 Peugeot- Gas 
Miser- Very good running 
condition. No dents & tires - 
$325. Phone 635.3745. (p12,16) 
Chevelle Mallbu Station 
Wagon. Good condition. Asking 
$2900 or best offer. 1 ton In. 
ternatlonal Crummy. Ideal for 
camper. $2300 or best offer. Call 
849-5304, Cedarvale. (1>16) 
1975 F150 Ford super cab XLT. 
Low mileage, good condition. 
Phone after 6 p.m. 635.7869. 
(p12,14,16,18) 
1972 Datsun. Very good' con. 
dltion. Radio, radial tires, 
automatic trans., tape deck, 
$2,000. (Radial snow tires in- 
cluded.) 635.5979. (p12,14,16) 
1972 Mazda 1800 4 dr Sedan In 
excellent condition. Standard 
shift. $1550. Phone 635-5412 (p- 
10) 
1973 Ford crew cab. 1973 Forcl 
3 ton pick-up, 1970 Ford f.100, 
1972 Datsun plck~up. Call 635- 
6636 er vlew at 2609 skeena St. 
[cff) 
58. Mobi le  Homes 
TRAILER 
• AND LOT 
FOR SALE 
1972 three bedroom Capewood 
set up and skirted on 75x200 
fenced lot. Joey shack Is In. 
sulated and wired. Make ,~n 
offer I Phone 635.4454 after.6, stf 
Repossession for Sale: 1972 
Elmonte 3 bdrm. mobile home. 
12'x68'. Inexpensive unit in need 
of repairs. Phone 635.6391. 
(c19) 
For Sale: 1974 Monarch 
Modullne trailer. Frldge & 
stove. Located In 1 - Pine Park. 
Will sell furnished if necessary. 
Will consider rental purchase. 
635.3246. (ctf) 
For Sale: 1970 Klasslc trailer. 
12x53, 2 bdrm. Large addition 
with bedroom on half acre off 
Queensway. Phone 635.5977. 
(ctfw) 
For Sale: 12'x68' Ambassador. 2 
bdrm., 2 bthrms. Partly fur- 
nished or unfurnished. Set up 
and skirted in Terrace Trailer 
Court. Will retain mortgage for 
responsible party. Phone 635. 
2414. (p16) 
For Sale: 1975 12x65 Lemonte 
mobile home. Furnished or 
unfurnished. Phone 635.5817. 
(ctf) 
66. Rec. Vehicles 
1975 Lionel Hardtop Tent 
Trailer. Stove, icebox, war- 
drobe, Sleeps 6 • New condition, 
4918 Scott Ave, 635.2052. (p.1) 
68. Legal  
NOTICE 
Regarding Examination to 
Licenca to Scale Logs 
Examination for llcence to 
scale logs in the Interior will be 
held in Hazelton. The 
e)~amination will be preceded 
by a scaling course. 
Examination and course will 
be held as follows: 
Place - Hazelton. Date of 
Scaling Course - May 30th to 
June 9th, 1977, Date of Scaling 
Exam, June 10th, 1977. 
The course of Instruction is 
available, free of charge, to any 
Interested person. 
The •examination must be 
attended by persons currently 
holding an "Appointment of 
Acting Scaler". To these people 
the examination is free of 
charge. All other persons will be 
charged an examination fee of 
$25.00. 
Application forms fol" the 
examination (F.S.87,1696), may 
be obtained from any Ranger 
Office. They must be completed 
and available for presentation 
at the examination. 
candidates are required to 
qualify citizenship by 
presentation of Birth or 
Naturalization Certificates on 
day of examination. 
A.C. MacPherson 
DISTRICT FORESTER 
(C12,16) 
DEPARTMENT 
OF FORESTS 
TIMB. ER SALE A-09217' 
Sealed tenders will be 
Backi lg 
3ana(lian 
shipp,ng 
O'ITAWA (CT' -- The 
Canadian Shipbt, iding and 
Ship Repairing . saociation 
has called on t;.e govern- 
ment to place o ders with 
Canadian shipya ds for an 
estimated 20 na, d vessels 
worth $33 billion' a the next 
20 years. 
The shipbuilding group, 
representing 21 shipyards 
with more th n 15,000 
workers, said in l ,brief to 
the federal cabin : released 
Tuesday that the esign and  
construction ofth new fleet 
should remain i Canada. 
"It would be i;.,:onaistent 
with Candda's national 
objectives to do ( berwise," 
the brief said. 
The associatiov ;aid it ex- 
pects the cabin~ : will I~. 
considering soon L ~e genered 
ship replacement program 
including various alter- 
native proposals Or design 
and construction. 
The brief, out ining the 
association's prol mats for a 
federa l  sh ip ,u i ld ing  
strategy, commended In- 
dustry Minister Jean 
ChreUen for incr asing the~, 
shipbui lding industry 
assistance program subsidy 
to 20 per cent frnm 12 per 
cent as a t mporary 
measure applyiz~; to the 
Mareh 1-Aug. 31 ~,eriod this 
year. 
received by the District" ]But the association said 
Forester at Prince Rupert, this subs idy  ;nerease, 
BritlshColumbla,motlaterdhan.; designed to , :boot  fo~..ign 
11 a.m. on the 31st day of May, orders for Canac an ships, 
1977 for the purchase of Llcence should be continu, d beyond 
Aug. 31 laltil tt.:: govern- 
ment has develop~l a long- 
term strategy to help the 
Canadian shipbuilding in- 
A-09217, to cut 735,200 c.f. of 
Hemlock, Cedar, Balsam and 
trees of other species located 
Lot 6257 and 6259 approx. 8 
miles south of Terrace on Beam 
Station Road. C.R. 5. 
One (1) year will be allowed 
for removal of timber. The 
successful tenderer will not be 
considered as an established 
operator for the purpose of 
applying for further timber 
within the Skeena Public 
Sustained-Yield Unit. 
Particulars may be obtaine~ 
from the District Forester, 
Prince Rupert, British 
• Columbia, or the Forest 
Ranger, Terrace, British 
Columbia. (cl,6,1T,16) 
DEPARTMENT 
OF FORESTS 
TIMBER SALE A-09219 
Sealed tenders will be 
received by the District 
Forester at Prince Rupert, 
British Columbia, not later than 
11 a.m. on the 31st day of May, 
1977 for the purchase of Llcence 
A.09219, to cut 553,300 c.t. of 
Cedar, Spruce, Hemlock and 
trees of other specles located 6 
miles south of Terrace on High- 
way 25. C.R. 5 
One (1) year will be allowed 
for removal of timber. The 
successful tenderer will not be 
considered as an established 
operator for the purpose of 
applying for, further timber 
within the Skeena Public 
Sustained-Yield Unit. 
Particulars may be obtained 
from the District Forester, 
Prince Rupert, British' 
Columbia, or the Forest 
Ranger, Terrace, British 
Columbia. (cl,6,11,16) 
dustry. 
The brief al,~) makes 
some specific pr, ~sals on 
tax changes whi.~ it says 
could encourage :~roduction 
in Canadian shii yards at 
little or no cost t~ the tax- 
payer. 
The domestic i~,dustry is 
facing difficuJ~ times 
economically as •he world 
shipping industr.~ is in a 
s lump.  Ships,u i ld ing 
countries are s, rambling 
for fewer orders. 
The ass0ciati~r~ repeated 
its view that t~;,ctic gas 
should-be ea"ried by 
liquefied natt 'al gas 
tankers built in ( znada. 
Carpetsheen of Canada  L imi ted  
Rug & Upholstery Cleaners 
Franchise Div is ion 
Suite B • 810 Mar t in  Ave. 
Kelowna,  B.C. V1Y 6V3 
Man or woman any age reliable, honest and willim] to work 
to become financially independent and own your ~ :ry own 
profitable business. 
Once in a lifetime opportunity knocking at your d ,)r. This 
could bathe big, big break you have been looking for Are you 
in the same position as thousands of ether pet )le are. 
• Wondering if they will be laid off tomorrow -- the I eling of 
insecurity wondering when 1he next pay check will :Dine. A 
small investment with super returns. 
We will guideand train you step by step in your own. rea into 
your very own business. 
Your area is now open for a Carpetsheen Dealersl p Fran- 
chise -- 100 percent Canadian owned company oper~ mg in 54 
countries around the world. 
(First we give you the opportunity, seco4dh" ..~ ¢ .~ the 
decision. • 
For further Informatmn write 1o the .~bovo :,ddres!.. 
I :Ial~JLl~lL1"~l~ql~ 
( 
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~le party mP~st move aw~ P B°grawnin "said new ]~arty Another indication of the ~Ch~bcB~g 
from rhetoric and con- members, particularly control of th.e estabhahm.eet 
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it is a movement that should 
concentrate onideology or if 
it is a political party whose 
prime lob ought o be to try 
to win electioof. 
He said he is of the latter 
persuasion and said the 
party will be judged "by 
ended Monday. 
The so-called open 
caucus, generally con- 
sidered the more leftist- 
oriented sections of the 
Pwoarty,nsupported by the 
men's Caucus, took two 
seats including the position 
of first vice-president, 
which went to ex-MLA 
Doctors divided 
o Ver Laetrile 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  
The ranks of organized 
medicine in the United 
States have broken for the 
first ;ime in the long con- 
troversy over the alleged 
anticancer agent Laetrile. 
One of 'the profession's 
most respected voices, Dr. 
Lewis Thomas, now says 
that human clinical tests 
~ust be undertaken and he 
is known to feel that the 
matter is urgent. But on 
Tueeda~, the American Can- 
cer Socxety expressed shock 
at the idea. 
Thomas, president of the 
Memorial Sluan-Kettering 
• Cancer Centre in Now York, 
is known to feel that the 
medical and scientific 
professions must act to 
establish the facts because 
several states have ap- 
proved the use of Laetrile 
~thout medical evidence of 
its effectiveness. 
Thomas feels that a 
special . .epidemiological 
t~m should conduct a'study 
of people who claim to have 
benefited from Laetrile 
treatment and to find out 
what kind of cancer they 
had, what other treatment 
they received and what the 
results were. 
He also recommends that 
a special committee be 
established to review the 
results of both studies. The 
committee #hould be 
comprised of professionals 
andlaymen, he says. 
Thomas' comments came 
as the National Cancer 
Institute (NCI) said it is 
"seriously considering" 
using Laetrile in tests on 
humans. 
The American Cancer 
Society, however, said that 
it is "a little shocked" at the 
statement by the NCI. The 
Amer ican  Med ica l  
Association said it was 
standing by its.position that 
Laetrile is not recognizes as 
either safe or effective. 
The Food and Drug Ad- 
ministration (FDA) takes 
the position that Laetrile 
must first be shown in 
animal trials to be safe and 
effective before any human 
trials can be undertaken. 
The FDA has banned 
Laetrile from interstate 
commerce but this ban does 
not apply to Laetrile 
]~roduced and used within an 
mdividual state. 
Moves to legalize Laetrile 
are under way in a growing 
number of states. 
Alaska, Florida, Indiana, 
Arizona and Nevada have 
legalized the substance.. 
Legislatures in Texas and 
Washington have voted to 
legalize it, and their acts are 
awaiting approval of the 
governors of those two 
states. 
Laetrile is the chemical 
amygdalin, which occurs 
naturally in the pits ot 
apricots and peaches and in 
b~tter almonds. At a recent 
FDA hearing in Kansas 
City, Mo., the weight of the 
scientific evidence p~e- 
sented was that Laetrile was 
not effective in cancer treat- 
ment. 
But public pressure is 
changing some opinions on 
testing. "It seems to us that 
sociei'al pressure has 
something to do with this," 
said Dr. Guy Newell, acting 
director of NCI. 
"Many people are getting 
the drug. Some individuals 
claim it is beneficial. It has 
no apparent toxicity. But all 
of this ha.s persuaded us to 
reopen me issue ot con- 
ducting a clinical trial." 
In final 71/interview 
Grace Mclanis who recalled 
his impressive credentials 
of party work and his im- 
peccable party lineage as 
the son of MP Andy Brewin. 
Brewin, president of the 
Victoria NDP constituency 
association, .is a former 
member of the NDP federal 
executive, a former 
treasurer of the Ontario 
NDP and was a provincial 
candidate in Ontario in 1967 
and 1971. 
He won the vote for 
president with 667 votes to 
293 for Terra Ash. 
Other table officers 
elected, in addition to 
Brswin and Stoves, were 
Gerry Stoney, president of 
the New Westminster local 
of the International 
Woedworkers of America, 
second vice.president; Cot- 
Has Miller, an NDP can- 
didate in the last election, 
third v icep'res ident;  
Nanaimo MLA Dave 
Stupich, fourth vice- 
president; and Roger 
Howard, of Vancouver, re. 
elected treesorer. 
He said he hopes the party 
'will have 30,000 members by 
the end of the year, up from 
25,000 now, and says it will 
be well prepared to fight the 
next election. 
BATHRO9M TISSUE: 
2P ly  ' 'OOe 
4 Roll Package , Ual~ 
SIDE BACON, :  : 
l~die~!iLb Pkge  i: ":3 i"..[ :'.'i '1"' 
For  Roasting" ' "" . . . .  " . "t  
;.:::::, .6 for ..*l,°° ,. 
': , /~:: .APPLES., 
Coop Fancy .. . . ,  . . "mt .~v.  o"Mi to  : ."-: .. Delici0usRed orGolden" 
APPLE JUIOE ~ " ' (una=n nnnuo , ~ ' . . ,  : : 
" = ' "  : " :m' ' '  :~r' " ' '  " 4 : ' "  4 ' ' ' ' + S  ' 
.. .73. .. .. ,b  6 6 .  . - 3.1bs;99 . 
ESKINO SLEEPING BAG LANTERN STOVE i)ONBINATION 
Sailcloth cover and printed flannel back. 
All round tab zipper. 3 lb acrylic bag. 
36"x78". . ' • 
1 
LAWN DART GAME , 
Consists of 4 darts, 2 rings. 
Great fun for the whole ~ 
family. 
~ 15 " Propane powered cooing u,t  ' '~" 9 
: "  ell* O0.: i..and]antern, ideal for camping " I n 
ea . , "  ' . etc. , :each .  
, . | 
set 
4 PIECE BOWL SET 
" - • " ' '..AM Digital Clock Radio, automatic 
Carter wants AvailableC°ntains 24oz,in three48°z' 80oz and 128oz sizes. ~gT"  i* wake tomusic, wood grain 
patterns. " • .Set. ~l~ " .;PI' ~,t/e:¢~,binet, ! 2" wLde ,~ : 
suppo.rt for ~~lS- - :  - - -~ i ;  
genocidelaw Infant Girls Pants 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
President Carter wants the 
U.S. Senate to approve the 
United Nations convention 
~on genocide, supported by 83 
countries but not by the 
United States. 
The convention, adopted 
by the United Nations in 
1948, undertakes toestablish 
genocide, the destruction of
a national, ethnic, racial or 
religious group, as a crime 
under each 'country's legal 
system. 
"Ratification would 1~ a 
significant enmancement of 
the human rights com- 
mitments of this nation, 
demonstrating a ain to the 
world in concrete f~shion 
our determintion to advance 
and protect human rights," 
Carter said Tuesday in a 
message to the Senate. 
OOMBINATION OHAIN LOOK 
' 3  ,'.; Cbain covered in trauspar~t ' 99  
T plastiC, with. four• digit combinatimi. O 
Lock you r bike up etc. Each; 
.:.LtOYOS oLoeKinAeno- . . . -  
• ~ . .  . • 
Nixon jumps on Agnew 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Nixon discusses for the first himselkl.is final days in 
Richard Nixon says that time what happened inside office; his thoughts as he 
when he learned in 1973 the White House in the left the W~ito House for the 
about the investigations weeks preceding the Oct. 10, last time as president; his 
• involving SpArs Agnew, 1973, resignation of Agnew offer of legal fees to former 
"there wasn't any question as vice-president. He de- aides H. R. Haldeman and 
... that he was, frankly, scribes his handling of the John Ehrlicmman and why 
going to get it." matter as "pragmatic." !~ did not pardon them. 
In an interview to be Nixon also talks about He also tolls why he ac- 
shown on television tonight, suggestions that he vardon cepted the pardon issued by 
. • his successor, Gerald Ford, Ferry users faced one monthafter Nixes left office, and his thoughts 
about the press. 
The former president said long lines of traffic ~ o.,,~ , , . .w  ~,  ,~ 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- As HopePrinceton Highway office on Sept. 25, 1973, and 
~t~l, the long weekend and the Fraser Canyon were asked point blank whether 
b~otlht long traffic lineups, hacked up for miles Mow the vice-president was 
but the only problem was at day, trying to enter Hope. maintaining his innocence. 
the LANGDALE FERRY He said traffic was heaviest Agnew, according to Nixon, 
TERMINAL ON Howe from noon te 8 p.m. Monday, said he was. 
l~md 17 miles northwest of when there were more than 
here where anumber of ms- six mlnoc accidents. 
toHsts didn't make it onto A spokesman at the 
the kst sailing and were Douglas border crossing 
mtrsnded until morning. . said traffic wan not heavy 
A B,C, Ferries supervisor Monday because many 
u id  late Monday she antici- motorists returned from the 
luted no people would have United States on Sunday be- ... 
cause of poor weather. He 
tobe turned-back at either said all the seven lanes 
theDepkture Bay or 8w|rt~ entering Canada were in u~ 
Bay terminals on Van. Monday but the longest 
couver Island. reported ~'ait was 30 
minutes. A sldp leaving Swartz Bay 
was delayed about 45 But at the commercial 
minutes, he said, and more crossing at Pacific High- 
than 400 cars had to walt at way, be added, traffic was 
Nanaimo u ~" the next heavy became many people 
sailing, were taking advantage o~ 
An RC~P ~,,...,smart said the duty;fr_~ liquor store 
motorists from both the there. " 
. in assorted summer colcurs. Fully 
washable and ideal for summer days 
ahead. Sizes 2-3x 
" ' ~ ,1 shortsleeve ~tr ts  m. assorted 
Imtterns and co]ours. S".nZ~. '4-~.x ~' ~* 
6|  ' '  I was very pragmatic, 
411 Nixon said. There wash t 
any question after hearing 
Petersen and his version 
that he (Agnew) was 
frankly going to get. it," 
Pair. $199 
Mona Work Socks 
. - L  
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blended materials - in one size / 
d~. s13 oo. *1" pr or pan" -- - . ,  .... 
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' - AH'~e piece and two piece dress setsin 
spring CO!OUm, patterns and designs. 
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FRESH BAKEDl i l LY  .~ . , .  ,,,: .-- :. 
NATURE PLUS /IIATELOAF :PORK CHOPS 
NUFFINS • i . . . .  
B U I L D I N G  MI /PPL I |8  -. .. @ARDIN.  CENTRE 
' FOB ALL  YOUR GARDENING NEEDS 
• |49. oOOPGARDEN SPADE Zach s4" PARTIOLE BOARD ${p sh~ ' 
ASPENITE $179 .O00PROUNDNOUTN .. SHOVEL ~ $~ee 
~7 le" ; ..... .. V.sh~:... " "OooP RAKE- :.. ~h  -$ 117 
" '4  s OABIN GRADE MAHOGANY $ 419 $ 97 4x8 Panelling Ideal for. Rumpus Rooms etc Sheet :!0OGP HOE Zach 
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